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INTRODUCTION
SEMINAR THEME
Over the years Hayama Seminars have been the occasions
for agreement, disagreement and even controversy over
missiological and theological issues. Hayama 92 was no different.
Disagreement came quickly, focusing upon the seminar program
explanation of its theme: "A World in Shambles in an Ordered
Universe." The opening paragraph of the seminar program precis
states:
Turbulent times have fallen upon Japan in the wake of the
Showa Era. Forces held in abeyance until now have
broken forth to intensify the soul searching of the
Japanese. An unprecedented disclosure of scandal at
home, coupled with Japan's inability to respond decisively
in times of world crisis (from natural disasters to the Gulf
War) has toppled her from her prestigious international
stature of the Nakasone years. Her continuing conflict with
the international community in the economic arena, along
with a pattern of domestic problems ranging from cavingin subways, falling monorail struc–tures, and security
payouts to pornographic manga in the hands of children,
has left her unmasked. Japan has been revealed to herself
and the world for what she is and what she is not. This
time of moral crisis only makes further evident the inadequacy of the religious mooring of the this culture. Seeking
to be sensitive to the opportunity such times present, the
seminar intends to reassess the missionary's role as an
agent of change for the gospel and to consider how the
missionary and the
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Japanese brethren can be encouraged toward a renewal of
mission engagement.

SEMINAR PROBLEMATIC
All the major papers from the seminar struggled with this
definition of the theme and their assigned topics. Does the theme
intend to be a theological declaration, an affirmation of Christian
faith and/or triumphalism? Or does the theme intend to be
historical and therefore a descriptive account of the poverty of
religion, culture and ethics in contemporary Japan? Or, finally,
does the theme and its commentary intend to be a critical
evaluation of the state of modern Japan, and perhaps a prophetic
judgment of modern Japanese culture and society itself?
In his concluding remarks, Paul Clark, the program chair,
offered:
an apologetic or defense of the theme with some further
comments.... "Shambles" was making use of the
hyperbole, but in view of all the comments "overkill" may
have been more true. Nevertheless, its use was intended as
being descriptive of the present reality of an extended
epistemological problem that, yes, follows even from the
fall....Hiroshima toppled the West's idolatry of science and
technology and cut the epistemological root of Japanese
culture, its religious tradition or source of meaning. That
reality has only become openly apparent for Japan since
the death of Emperor Showa. It is a reality that has always
been but is only now obvious even to the Japanese
themselves....Such a philosophical critique may at first
appear simplistic; it is only descriptive....This is a morally
bankrupt culture, that is, it has lost any grounding of
meaning or action. It has lost any power--but for the grace
of God then and now--to provide purpose to life and
establish an ethic of right and wrong. Surely
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such an hour is a time for the gospel of the Kingdom
[italics added].

Is the description accurate, is the evaluation valid, is
the theology sound? All the seminar papers dissented,
although in different ways to different aspects of the
assertions of the program precis.
SEMINAR SPEAKERS AND PAPERS
The speakers--an MK (missionary kid) with expertise in
Japanese and international studies, a Japanese Chris–tian college
and seminary professor with international training and
experience, and highly educated missionaries with long years of
experience in Japan--were in a profes–sional sense all "Japanese
experts," participating in that everyday reality described as "a
world in shambles." All in their papers backed away from the
"overkill" of the judgment implied in the term "shambles," each
offering a different understanding and evaluation of that reality.
As a consequence, the missiological response in the end was left
confused or at best open for future delineation. (I shall return to
this impasse later in the essay.)
John Gano. The lead essay in this year's Hayama Report is a
lucid, skillfully crafted, sophisticated paper. Because of its length
it was presented only in part at the Hayama Seminar by our guest
speaker, John Gano, an MK and a M.I.T. graduate in political
science, now working in the field of international finance in
Tokyo. Dr. Gano pro–vided a "broad historical and
multidisciplinary perspective" of Japan as a nation-state in a
world of nation-states. From this comparative macro-societal
perspective "Japan, as one nation-state compared to other nation
states, has not done a bad job of providing for the mater–ial and
socio-psychological needs of its people. It is clearly...among the
most successful group of nations in the world." From this
perspective to claim that the
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Japanese world is in chaos or "shambles" is to describe "a
tempest in a teapot," although granted that "for a tea leaf inside
the pot the sudden maelstrom of swirling boiling water...would
approximate primordial chaos itself."
There is much to learn in this balanced historical, socialscientific understanding of Japan, which directly reverses point
by point the contentions of the program precis that Japan is
"coming apart at the seams," that Japan in the international scene
"has shown ineptitude in dealing with international affairs,
whether political, economical, environmental, natural disaster, or
other international crises." However, for moral or cultural values,
Gano demurs, "let us prudently refer moral judgments to Divine
authority. This is a question of religion--for us as Christians, the
example and guidance of Christ."
Takiya Yoshikazu. The second guest paper was presented by Dr.
Takiya Yoshikazu, who was born in Japan but grew up in Brazil,
did graduate education and teach–ing in the United States, and is
now senior professor at Osaka Christian College and Seminary.
This revised version of his oral presentation moves beyond
offering a domestic (versus Gano's international) understanding
of the sub-theme "Unmasked Japan: A Japan Coming Apart at the
Seams." It is also a carefully crafted response to the events of the
"missionary" seminar itself. Like Gano, Takiya dissents from the
idea that Japan is "coming apart at the seams." Granted that "the
world itself is in great turmoil" (Alvin Toffler), Takiya sees that:
Since social and political events are manifestations of
deeper cultural and spiritual currents buried in the soul and
personality of a particular people, a probing into the more
fundamental tenets of the Japanese mind seems more
fruitful and probably more urgent....how a particular
people evaluates [these events] and responds to them
becomes a key
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to understanding its national mentality.
Dr. Takiya uses Doi Takeo's dyadic categories of amae, tatemae,
honne, etc., Matsumoto Michihiro's idea of haragei, and the
analogy of nantaidobutsu to characterize Japanese spirituality
[mentality].
According to Takiya Japanese spirituality, characterized by
the circular logic of haragei, conflicts with the second part of the
program theme--the role of the missionary as "being witnesses of
the truth in this culture"--a "very ideological" expression.
Instead, he offers a series of suggestive questions to missionaries
to search for an "ideological-less way" "to announce the Good
News of salvation in Jesus Christ," for example, "to learn and
practice haragei--the Japanese silent way" in order to "celebrate
Christ in an idolatrous county."
The contrast of the papers by our two guest speakers is both
remarkable and instructive, both in style and con–tent--one is a
thorough, comprehensive, analytical paper and the other a
succinct, selectively sensitive, suggestive paper. While both
papers dissented from the negative evaluation of Japan by the
program precis, one chose an "objective," Western approach to
affirm the Japanese nation, and the other chose to affirm
subjectively (and perhaps theologically) the "spirituality" of the
author's native Japanese culture and society.
Takiya's paper risks being labeled another nihonjin–ron or
"Japanese" response, but he would find this label inappropriate;
since much of his life was spent abroad, Takiya himself feels
foreign in Japan. Rather than offering a defense of Japan, he
shifted the ground of discussion from correctly interpreting the
historical facts and events to seeking a proper understanding of
culture and values, especially Japanese spirituality. This
suggestive paper needs to be taken seriously by missionaries as
"instruction" from an esteemed colleague in Christ.
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Alf Idland. The third paper, which discusses "the role of the
missionary as a catalyst for change," is a personal paper based
upon the pastoral experience of Rev. Alf Idland, a long-time
missionary and Hayama participant, who is serving as the pastor
of a Japanese congregation and is married into a Japanese family.
Idland, too, struggles against his assigned topic: "Being witnesses
of the Truth in this culture." He asks: "How is it possible to share
the truth in a culture without such a conceptualization of there
being a final word about anything?"
Like Takiya he finds that the Western theological tradition-a philosophical approach based upon Greek categories--is not
only incompatible with Japanese culture, but "has led us, as
churches, to such disastrous results in trying to spread the Good
News in this culture." Rather than truth as "teaching" a
philosophical or moral absolute, he reminds us that the biblical
notion of truth is the encountering of a living person--"and an
encounter with Christ first of all takes place though the Word
exposed in the pulpit and through the bread and wine of Holy
Communion distributed from the Lord's table."
For Idland to find Christ in Japanese culture is to see Christ
in Japanese asethetics, in the pottery of the com–munion vessels,
in the literature of contemporary novelists and in the works of
contemporary Christian artists. Whereas Takiya proposed that
witnessing to the Truth is not so much as being "a catalyst of
change" but of being "merged into Japanese culture...in a silent
way without confrontation," for Idland, "to paint Christ's face in
this culture," is to portray Christ's love as it is rendered in the
Gospels, a love that must be reflected in our lives if we are to be
catalysts for change, that is, "missionaries as prophetic signs."
Barry Ross.The opening paper presented at the 1992 Hayama
Seminar, "A Biblical Word to the People of God in a World in
Shambles," is a thorough piece of workmanship from our
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missionary Old Testament scholar, Barry Ross. Dr. Ross, too, is
ambivalent about the assigned theme and topic because the
biblical materials reflect a universe that is both chaotic and
ordered:
The great diversity of biblical records begins, in fact, with
a universe in chaotic disorder, at least the "earth" part of
it....Indeed, as we search the pages of the biblical records
between the good beginning and even better ending [in the
"new heaven and earth"], we find simply awful disorder in
that portion of the created world called mankind.
In short, Dr. Ross shows that faith in the God of an ordered
universe enables the heroes of the Old Testament to live in a
world of shambles. What appears to be personal and indeed
offtimes national disasters are for a season and for a reason within
the providential will of a God, who is working out His ordered
universe in a chaotic world, even to the extent of using pagan
rulers and kings to mediate a measure of grace to the faithful.
Dr. Ross' survey of biblical history enables us to see that to
speak of "an ordered universe" is to speak theologically or, more
precisely, eschatologically. To speak of "a world in shambles" is
to speak historically and consequently relatively.
Further, he shows that faith in God, the creator and sustainer
of the universe, empowered the Old Testament prophets to
announce God's judgment of both the people of God and the
nations and, at the same time, to offer hope that will consummate
in a "new heaven and a new earth." At this level the intention of
the seminar program precis and the direction of the papers
become less clear.
REMAINING MISSIOLOGICAL ISSUES
Paul Clark, the program chair, in summary declared that the
events of Hiroshima and the death of the Emperor Showa
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(see the 1989 Hayama Report: Showa X-Day and Beyond)
revealed that Japan "is a morally bankrupt culture, that is, it has
lost any grounding of meaning and action. It has lost any
power...to provide purpose to life and establish an ethic of right
and wrong."
Is the above claim a generalized theological statement that
all cultures and societies are under God's judgment? And in what
sense? Although raised in Ross' biblical paper, this issue was not
addressed by the other papers. John Gano hinted at the need to
reconsider the adequacy of the current world system of nationstates but did not develop this vital issue.
Or is the above claim a descriptive/historical evaluation of
Japanese culture and society in particular? Not surprisingly, all
the seminar papers reflected the relativity of the historical
perspective provided in each paper. John Gano viewed Japanese
society in terms of a world of nation-states and found Japan to be
one of the more successful modern nation-states. Takiya assessed
that the recent dysfunctional events within Japanese society were
minor relative to those in other nations, including the United
States.
Takiya then shifted the missiological question from sociopolitical issues to the character of Japanese culture itself.
Appalled by the seeming lack of sensitivities of the "foreign"
missionaries to the particularities of Japanese culture, he pointed
to a Japanese spirituality that needs to be incorporated into the
propagation of the gospel Japan. However, his set of rhetorical
questions finally remains more suggestive than prescriptive.
Takiya's position, nevertheless, is representative of current
thinking among Japanese Christian scholars (as seen in the
dissertations of my D.Min. students), who want less confrontation
with and more acceptance of (or correspondence to) Japanese
culture. Confrontation or opposition then is pushed to the
theological level. The usual illustration is the utilization and the
transformation of ancient fertility rituals by early Israel into
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celebrations of historical events in the life of Israel--such as the
festival of unleaven bread (Passover) in the spring, the festival of
weeks (or firstfruits at Pentecost), and the festival of ingathering
(Tabernacles) in the fall.
Alf Idland, representative of missionaries seeking to
contextualize (or incarnate) the gospel in Japanese culture (see
the 1988 Hayama Report: Incarnating the Gospel in the Japanese
Context), understands that Japanese culture is more non-cognitive
than Western culture, that communication proceeds better through
ritual and aesthetics than through the logical word. He seeks the
functional equivalent of the sacraments and ethical action in Japanese culture and practice to discover ways of transforming
("painting the face of Christ" onto) Japanese life. As his
respondent, Fritz Sprunger, indicated, we all need to learn more
from Idland about the encounter of the gospel and Japanese
culture.
Finally, is the thesis of the program theme a pro–phetic
judgment, requiring the missionary to take appropriate
prophetic/missiological action? At this level, none of the papers
showed any inclination to be decisive. As powerful (or valid) as
the modern nation-state theory is today, Gano indicates that in the
final analysis, it cannot be final. Takiya, in the end, would not
want to defend Japanese culture. Idland has indicated that
missionaries should be "prophetic signs."
As an "apologetic defense" of the claims of the program
chairman, I suspect that the "inescapable Japanese missiological
issue,"1 the so-called "Japanese Emperor System" (see the 1991
Hayama Report: The Enigma of Japanese Society), may be the
underlying motivation for the rhetorical "overkill" in defining the
seminar theme. The "Emperor System," as both missionaries and
the Japanese agree, is at once a cultural, religious, political, social
See Tokyo Mission Research Institute's first publication, Tennosei no
kensho: Nihon ni okeru fukahi no kadai [An Examination of the Japanese
Emperor System: The Inescapable Japanese Missiological Issue], an
English translation is forthcoming.
1
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and psychological system. The pervasiveness of this "system"
throughout the life and practice of the Japanese (which includes
the Christian church), is both well-known and well-defended by
the nihonjinron books. Nerertheless, as is well known, a
prophetic or critical public stance on this issue by Christians or
secular humanists is taboo. For Christians, however, the issue will
not go away; it is truly an "inescapable missiological issue" in
any serious renewing of the Christian mission engagement in
Japan.
WORSHIP/TRIBUTES/BUSINESS MEETING
This year's Hayama Report includes two papers from its
worship services: Jack McIntosh's closing sermon, On To Greater
Things, is a direct response to the seminar topic; and Glenn
Gano's vespers talk, A Voice From the Past, records a historic
occasion in the beginnings of the Protestant missionary
movement at Osaka in April, 1883.
Tributes this year to retiring Hayama participants go to
Glenn Gano and Fritz Sprunger.
In business session Hayama participants reaffirmed last
year's decision to remove all gender specific language from its
name and clarified its purpose. The following resolution was
adopted:
The Hayama Missionary Seminar is an annual gathering of
Christian missionaries for missiologi–cal study, exchange
of ideas, mutual sharing and fellowship. There is no
official sponsorship. All persons engaged in Christian
mission are welcome.
Robert Lee, Editor
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JAPAN IN THE WORLD2
by
John Gano3

I. INTRODUCTION
A topic as broad as "Japan in the World" is a request for
perspective, not raw data; and such a topic in a conference with
as cosmic a theme as "A World in Shambles in an Ordered
Universe" is an invitation to analyze in a broad historical and
multidisciplinary perspective. Many of you are far better
informed than I am on numerous aspects of Japan and, as
educated professionals with a special concern for the Japanese
people, none of us are ignorant of the daily news. This news
contains barrages of statistics, highlighted economic, political or
social issues, and commentaries on what is wrong, whose fault it
is, and what must be done to correct it, usually immediately.
I do not intend to read you tonight more pages of news. To
aid my critic, I will confess in advance that this talk will be
lacking in statistical evidence, silent on many of the pressing
issues that dominate the news and, I hope, free from editorialists'
easy judgment and pen-club prescriptions for the faults of Japan
in the world. What I hope to be able to bring you tonight is that
most tenuous form of human knowledge: perspective.
Copyright reserved by John Gano, ©1992.
3 Dr. John Gano was born in Japan of missionary parents and has lived and
worked in Japan for a total of 23 years. He majored in International
Relations at Pomona College in Claremont, California, has a graduate
degree in European Studies from the University of Geneva (Switzerland)
and S.M. and Ph.D. degrees in Political Science from the Massachusetts
Institute of Technology. After working in international finance in London
and Paris, he is presently based in Tokyo as local manager of a continental
European financial institution.
2
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In this brief talk I will sketch out for you the elements of a rough
frame–work of analysis which I hope will challenge and assist
you to broaden your own perspectives on Japan in the
international scene.
Analysis is sorting the mass of data into comprehensible and
predictable patterns through the use of conceptual tools. The tools
I propose to use here tonight are rustic but, I hope, sufficient.
They are a tea-pot, a ladder, and a prism. The first is an analogy,
the second a framework, the third a classification; and I will
introduce them consecutively during the course of this talk, for
we have much material to cover.
"The world is in chaos!" has been a common view since the
first fathers bemoaned the decadence of the younger generation;
and the opposite view, "Things are under control" has also been a
commonplace. The like–lihood of starvation or violent death
made life for the earliest humans chaotic by civilized standards,
yet our earliest predecessors back to the Olduvai Gorge survived
and multiplied by learning to control these chaotic conditions.4
Early religions' propitiation rites testify both to the perceived
chaos in life and to people's desire to control it. Death and change
could not be forestalled, so the means of control were to channel
and preempt them. The vic–tims of the pre-Hellenic Greeks'
annual human sacrifice were the very embodiments of their
political order: their kings.5
Developed religions have generally projected either one or
the other of these archetypal perspectives into their heavens.
Dante's purgatory arises from our planet as a solid rock mountain

Bruce Chatlin, The Songlines, Viking Press, New York, 1987. See for
thesis on possible formative effects on human character of chaotic early
human environment.
5Robert Graves, The Greek Myths, Penguin Books, London, 1955. Life
and security were assured by the annual ritual sacrifice of the "year king".
4
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on which one can count each upward step to paradise and where
everything from the proper penance for each sin to the
corresponding beatitude to be emulated is rigorously controlled
by God's angels.6 During the very same years in the early 14th
century, on the other side of the world in Kyoto, the Zen master
Daito Kokushi was presented in theological debate with an ornate
lacquer box that was claimed to contain the entire universe. He
smashed it to pieces with his walking stick, commenting, "How
would it be when the universe is broken up?"7
The Chinese juxtaposed both the chaos-centered and the
control-centered cosmologies in their Taoist/Confucian dualism.8
Western science from the Ptolemaic/ Copernican conflict has
repeatedly alternated its views between paradigms of a static
ordered universe and more dynamic universal flux, with the
current hard scientific evidence suggesting something to the
effect that "it looks pretty chaotic out there, but we're sure it's got
to have a system."9
Is the world today in chaos, or is it under control? Is life
today a tempest, or a tempest in a teapot? My first analytic tool
tonight is the homely analogy of the teapot. (I suspect that this
unlikely image has much to do with the fact that my breakfast
teapot is instrumental in bringing order and control to the
universal chaos unleashed each morning by my alarm clock.)
"A tempest in a teapot" is a cliche used smugly by those who
think that things are under control to belittle those who think they
Dante Alighieri (1265-1321), The Divine Comedy.
7Daito Kokushi, cited in D.T. Suzuki, Japanese Buddhism, Tokyo, 1938.
Cited in Gouveneur Mosher, Kyoto, a Contemplative Guide, Charles
Tuttle, Tokyo, 1964.
8Inter alia, Lucian Pye, The Chinese, in respect and gratitude to a great
professor.
9Thomas S.Kuhn, The Structure of Scientific Revolutions, University of
Chicago Press, 1970.
6
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are rather a shambles. And certainly for those seated at the
breakfast table waiting for the brew to steep, the turmoil in the
teapot is under control. Yet, for a tea leaf inside the pot, the
sudden maelstrom of swirling boiling water changing the very
form and composition of the leaf and tea-water would
approximate primordial chaos itself.
The difference is one of time and perspective: a short-term,
immediate view, or a longer-term detached perspective. It is the
wonder of the human mind that through the power of trained
abstraction we can be caught up in the turmoil of the daily world
and yet understand its processes in a more detached, coherent
perspective.10
Let us step back from the "shambles" we are supposed to be
in and examine from a historical perspective our world. Let us
define the conceptual framework of what we mean by a "nation"
and "world" in order to examine how Japan exists as one nation
among other nations and how Japan relates to the other nations of
the world system. It is only through such disciplined exercise that
we may attain something closer to an objective understanding of
Japan in the world.
II. A WORLD OF NATION-STATES
The nations of the world are fusing and diffusing. In Western
Europe sovereign states are evolving into an ever closer union. In
Eastern Europe the former sovereign states of the Soviet Union
and Yugoslavia are devolving into a loose confederation of
independent republics or disintegrating into the bloody chaos of
tribal warfare. The politically stable Europe of the Cold War era
is certainly in shambles. But is this scrambling of national
Such a transcendent perspective can be a belief system of internally
revealed knowledge, or it can be a analytic system based on empirically
observable events, and these perspectives are not mutually exclusive as
even strict believers can accept empirical analysis, although strict
empiricists cannot accept faith.
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boundaries and blurring of sovereign powers an exception or the
rule? The world has seen at last count the birth or rebirth of almost a score of Eastern European and Eurasian republics this
year, but even this is hardly more than a third of the number of
new nations in the world's previous national baby-boom: the
rapid creation of African and Asian republics in the
decolonization period of the late 1950's and 1960's. Even many of
the "new" European republics such as the Baltic states are on
their second try at national sovereignty literally within living
memory: their first try having lasted between the end of the First
World War and Molotov-Ribbentrop pact. New nations are not
new.
Nor is national fusion new. The Germany that reunites today
was only first united from some dozen sovereign principalities in
the 1860's, while modern Italy also was formed by the conquests
of Garibaldi's army in the 60's, a century ago.11 In the longer
view of human history, periods of stable sovereign state systems-such as the recently ended Cold War period in Europe--have been
the temporary exceptions, and the continual flux of peoples,
rulers, borders and blocks has been the inescapable rule.
Framework of analysis. To understand our world of nations, we
need to begin at its fundamental building blocks, not
constitutions and parliaments and multilateral diplomatic
conferences but individual human beings, like you and me, whose
ancestors created, participated in, and survived every economic,
political, and social structure in the history of mankind and whose
descendents are likely to have to endure a few more before the
end of the age. Individual people are the bottom rung of "the
ladder."
It is actually rather discourteous of me to call my second
analytic tool tonight a ladder, because it is a conceptual

Barnes & Noble's Historical Atlas of the World, New York, 1980, shows
it in color maps.
11
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framework that is one of the fundamental analytic contributions
of the interdisciplinary social sciences to the study of
international relations. (You see, it is simpler to just call it a
ladder.) In textbooks it is called levels of analysis or levels of
aggregation; and like most of the best frameworks, it is one of the
simplest (J. D. Singer).
This framework divides the analysis of human social life
into four levels: the person (studied primarily by psychology), the
small group (studied primarily by psychology and sociology), the
nation-state (studied primarily by sociology, economics and
politics), and the world system (studied primarily by economics
and politics); four progressive rungs on a ladder, each rung
representing a higher level of social aggregation, each level with
fewer players of larger size.
Of course a simple framework does not make the world
simple. An individual ruler's psychology, abetted by the social
dynamics of the small group of his advisors manipulating the
power of a nation-state, has more than once led to crises in the
world system. Let us quickly review the development of our
modern world system of nation-states as a basis for comparing
and contrasting Japan and other nations and for analyzing Japan's
relations with the other nations of the world.
Humans have many needs, but at their most basic level they
can be grouped into two categories: the material and the social.
The material needs are obvious: food and shelter and eventually
property. All these needs are objective, but along with society
come civilization's answers to people's subjective emotional and
intellectual needs as well: culture, religion, and the pride and
comfort of belonging to some entity which is larger and more
powerful than oneself.
Social aggregation. Even in this short list of the simplest human
needs we see the logic and process of social aggregation: both
objective and subjective human needs are better satisfied in
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society. Call it the law of social aggregation: humans gain from
aggregating. Hobbes makes this point inversely with his epithet
that life without society is "solitary, poor, nasty, brutish and
short" (Leviathan).
From this fundamental process of social aggregation the
evolution of socio-political structures up to the nation state can be
viewed as a process of competing aggregations. As atoms bump
against atoms, within molecules that rub against other molecules,
within muscles that pull against other muscles in a man, so men
take sides in tribal warfare; and the victors found kingdoms,
which battle each other until they are subdued in an empire,
which is shattered by barbarians, who form new kingdoms, which
coalesce then differentiate and shift from oligarchy to absolutism,
while they war over territory, language, ethnicity, religion or
status, and eventually come to fight a continent-wide struggle
over a political ideology with the slogan: "Liberty! Equality!
Fraternity!" You have doubtless tracked the footprints of Western
European history here, but with some variations the same pattern
applies to China and to India as well--imagine!
From atoms to the French Revolution in one run-on
sentence--I warned you that we would have to "fast-forward"
some of the material tonight. But we will end this sweep of
history at the French Revolution, because here was born the
paradigm of the modern nation-state, the third rung of the ladder,
which is the basis of the modern world system and our tool for
analyzing Japan in the world.
We have seen that people gain objectively and subjectively
from joining different groups. These groups can be smaller or
larger, and different people have differing degrees of loyalty to
different size aggregations. In pre-democratic polities,
membership is compulsory, the demands of labor and
distribution of rewards are unequal, hierarchical, and controlled
by privileged elites. In democratic polities, it is much the same;
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but at least we have broader freedoms to redefine the distribution
of duties and rewards, to join or replace the elites, or to opt out in
favor of alternative allegiances.
Some people put their family first, at the bottom rung of the
ladder. Others, on the second rung, hold a small group, such as
their ethnic group, language group or geographical region as their
prime source of identification. A fewer number identify primarily
with a world system at the top rung of the ladder, a global
religion such as Christianity or Islam, or the pursuit of unholy
lucre.
But perhaps the largest group of people in the world today
identify their personal interests most closely with those of a
nation-state. They would agree with the statement, "I am better
off when my country is better off and worse off when my country
is worse off." (Let me tell you from experience, the boys in the
bond market make poor patriots by these criteria; they cheer
every time unemployment goes up.) A strongly nationalist young
man would not cite higher loyalty to family, ethnic group or
religion as reason for refusing to fight in a national war. What is
nationalism? Nationalism is the ideology and sentiment linking
the individual's material and socio-psychological advancement to
the advancement of the nation state.12 It is a belief, a faith, that
competes with other objects of loyalty in people's hearts.
To summarize too briefly, before the French Revolution
there were peoples or nations--sharing kinship, language, religion
and a sense of commonality--and there were states--being the
property holdings of a king, however scattered might be these bits
of land with peasants attached to them. The nation-state
synchronized these two sets of boundaries, of nation and of state,
to provide a much more powerful and comprehensive
differentiation between "us" and "the foreigners."
John Victor Gano, Generational Change in Japanese Nationalism,
unpublished doctoral dissertation, 1987, Massachusetts Institute of
Technology.
12
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Nation-states, since their birth in the French Revolution, have
demanded the predominant loyalty of their citizens and have held
the most powerful control over their well being. The nation-state
gives its citizens benefits from before their birth and takes taxes
from them even after their death. Nation-states have been
powerful engines of economic development, organizing
productive resources on a larger scale than ever before and
providing a more consistent (if not fairer) distribution of tax burdens and social benefits than the absolutist regimes they
supplanted. They have been schools of democracy that have
permitted their peoples, with more or less difficulty and not
without setbacks, to gradually increase their participation and
control in the political process. And nation-states have enabled
the demon of war to wreck slaughter and devastation on a scale
unimaginable before and incomprehensible still.
Nation-states for well over a century have been the main
players in the world. From the "most favored nation" system of
trade and tariffs to the circle of national flags at the United
Nations, from the multinational Nuclear Non-proliferation Treaty
to the parade of national teams at the modern Olympic Games,
nation-states are at present the building blocks of our world
system of economic, political, military, and social interaction.
Our world system today is made up of nation-states, each
dedicated to advancing the interests of its citizens in competition-through conflict or cooperation--with the other nation-states of
the world.
These concepts of the nation-state and the world system of
nation-states, then, are our criteria for evaluating Japan in the
world. What are these criteria not? They are not the conventional
concepts: patriotism, divine right, God and country, home of the
brave, land of the Gods, or Pax Britannica, Americana, or
Japonica. Neither are
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these the criteria of a better world to come: more just, more
equitable, more enlightened, more peaceable, more cooperative or
more caring.
What are these criteria? They are to judge the nation-state
as an organization to advance the material and sociopsychological interests of the majority of its citizens to a greater
degree than sub- or supra-national aggregations in competition
with other nation-states of the world. This is my intellectual
attempt to think through the tumult of the world today to its
underlying structures and interactions.
III. JAPAN AS A NATION-STATE
I have taken some pains to construct a framework of
analysis and criteria for judgment for evaluating Japan in the
world. While even this glance at the subject may have seemed
tiresome, it obtains us a valuable benefit. It gives us a neutral and
more objective basis from which to examine Japan as one nationstate among others.
"What is Japan, and who are the Japanese?" have been the
great mother questions of Japanology and nihonjinron. And what
mass of knowledge these pursuits have revealed, from the
descriptive to the fundamental to the synthetic to the esoteric and
even to the plain silly-headed! Many of you are doubtless much
better read in this literature than I am. I confess that I am put off
by much of it as a genre because it attempts to study one people
and nation without bothering to define what it means by these
concepts in terms that can be applied to other nations and peoples
as well.
If authors begin without a globally-applicable framework of
analysis, is it any surprise that their conclusions apply only to
Japan? And if their analyses and conclusions apply only to Japan,
is it any surprise that so many of them have concluded that
"Japan is unique"? Rousseau said, "To study men look close at
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hand, to study man look afar." If we are studying a Japanese
person, it might be justifiable to analyze him or her merely in the
frame of reference of other people in Japan; but to claim to study
a whole nation without a framework applicable to other
nations...is a well-proven formula for another best seller on the
nihonjinron book charts.
I do not intend to critique the Japanologist literature tonight;
but if you would permit me an aside, I would like to make one
simple observation on it. This is that the lack of a neutral
framework of analysis leaves much of this literature vulnerable to
simple prejudice: value judgments projected from the authors'
unstated value systems.
Let us take two schools as examples: what one could call
the "mainstream"Reischauer, Vogel, Scalapino, Johnson, et al.and the "revisionists"Taylor, Woronoff, Prestowitz, van
Wolferen, et al. These schools are claimed to be in conflict,
primarily by the revisionists, because it is necessary for
revisionists in any market to "revise" some previous "erroneous
theory" in order to set up shop and sell their books. But how deep
does the disagreement really go? The mainstream authors
generally do not deny the seamy side of Japan revealed by the
revisionists, and the revisionists cannot convincingly deny the
mainstream's thesis that despite all the seaminess Japan is still a
rather successful nation.
These schools can accept each other's data, and they can
subsume each other's analysis as minor qualifiers to their own
(i.e. Japan is great but has its seamy points, and Japan is seamy
but has its great points). So where these schools diverge
fundamentally is not in data, nor in analysis but in their value
judgments. Their fundamental difference is often between their
authors' judgments of whether "Japan's reality is consonant with
my ideals" or "Japan's reality is dissonant with my ideals." The
more extreme examples of adulation and vilification may reveal
more of their authors' temperaments than they reveal about Japan.
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This mainstream/revisionist conflict is a rudimentary
dialectic that has outlived its productive life by some years, and it
is time that scholars moved on to the synthesis. The more
promising avenue of research is clear: a fact-centered
comparative analysis that tries to evaluate upon explicit,
universal, measurable criteria. In stating my frustrations with
much of the contemporary literature, I do not intend to belittle its
value. Both great and good contributions to knowledge have been
made by these Japan scholars, and I am personally indebted to
several of them as my professors. So let us draw on their substantive findings as we fill out our framework of analysis on Japan
among the nation-states.
How can we evaluate Japan as a nation-state among others?
You know the criteria I would want to use. But my critic might
challenge: "Your criteria themselves are culturally biased. They
are the product of Western thought that places the individual as
the basis of all social order and therefore do not apply to
collectivist cultures such as Japan." This is a worthy criticism, but
false. My levels put the person as the basis of society simply
because this is the smallest whole unit into which society can be
chopped. People in different cultures may perceive themselves in
different ways, with the radically individuated American
frontiersman and the company-pin sarariman of Japan as their
countries' respective cultural totems. But this does not change the
fact that each of these cultural extremes remains a separate person
who merely perceives their individual/group identity in different
ways. People may be mental or moral centipedes, but the human
body must stand on just two feet. Sustenance in some cultures
may come solely from groups, but it is individual mouths that
eat.13
So how well does Japan, as one nation-state compared to
other nation-states, provide for the material and sociopsychological needs of its citizens in economic, political, and
13

Likewise John Donne reminds us, "no man is an island."
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social terms? My personal view--here naked of evidence--is that
if a nation-state's goal is to provide for its citizens' objective and
subjective needs, in a comparative sense Japan has not done at all
poorly. Economically, in just two normal lifetimes it has brought
its people from the feudal ages to post-industrialization and given
what were predominantly landless, malnourished, illiterate
peasants the second-highest per capita GDP--11% above the US
and 17% above Germany with a more equal distribution of
income--the highest rate of literacy and the longest life
expectancy in the world.14 It has overtaken in these regards the
other two industrial economies formed at roughly the same time,
Germany and Italy, while committing not much greater horrors on
its people (or others) than they did in their dark periods of
colonialism and totalitarianism. In its economic development
Japan has set the successful example emulated by other East
Asian economies.
Certainly Japanese citizens still rank behind many OECD
countries in several important material and socio-psychological
benefits: security of retirement; road, sewage and leisure
infrastructures; living space and purchasing power are held to be
unsatisfactory by many of its citizens who agree that they "cannot
feel affluence proportionate to the economic power of the
country."15 Yet action is being taken to address these issues. The
speculative bubble that increased wealth disparities through soaring land and stock prices is being deflated without plunging the
country into as much of a recession as in the US and UK.
Spending programs focused on infrastructure development are in
the pipeline. Private sector capitalizing pension funds are being
systematically encouraged to supplement the inadequate
1989 figures, "Monthly Statistics of Japan." Statistics Bureau,
Management and Coordination Agency, in Nippon 1991, Business Facts &
Figures, JETRO, Tokyo 1991.
15Annual Report on the National Life for Fiscal 1990. Economic Planning
Agency, Tokyo, 1990.
14
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retirement systems of state pensions and private savings. Through
good and through difficult times Japan's economy has proved to
be resilient and from a macro-economic perspective admirably
well managed, compared to those of the US, UK, Italy, and now
perhaps even Germany.
Concerning the social dimension of Japan, we are all familiar
with the mainstream description of Japan's homogeneous,
harmonious society, and with the revisionists' description of the
fate of minority groups and individuals in Japan who fail to be
"homogeneous and harmonious" according to Japanese society's
rules. 16 As foreign nationals living in Japan, we may be
personally acquainted with some of these "victims" of Japanese
society; and years of working with them in academic, business or
pastoral roles may have led some of us to over-critical reactions
against our over-positive first impressions of Japanese society.
A more balanced perspective obliges us to keep aware of
the social rules and punishments in other societies as well; lest we
fall into the trap of criticizing Japan by, say, American social
ideals, with intellectual laziness allowing us to forget the extent
of social victimization in American society today. We need the
clear reflection that reminds us how different our perspective on
From the transnational perspective sketched out tonight we should first
observe that societies are made of rules and that few societies are viable
beyond the scale of nurturing psychological support-groups without clear
behavioral rules enforceable by sanctions. In the Anglo-saxon countries,
traditional social custom was the very law itself, and it is still the explicit
basis of the common law tradition. There is no need in these countries for
the juridical sophistry needed to reconcile traditional Japanese social
custom with modern Japan's rationalistic legal system based on the
Napoleonic Code. So commonality and conformity is the basis of society.
All societies exclude certain individuals (arsonists, for example) and most
exclude certain groups. The question becomes a comparative one of how
much exclusion of what sort of people or groups in each society and a
value question of whether one approves of this or not.
16
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Japanese society might be if we worked in housing the more than
hundred thousand of American homeless, in feeding malnourished or drug-addicted American babies, or in attempting to
educate amidst America's urban savageness. I do not intend to
preach social gospel to America, although the social activist
missionaries whom I respect the most are equally concerned with
social issues in their home countries. I merely want to make the
point in inverse that Japan's society, like its economy, while far
from perfect, has not done at all badly in providing for all its
citizens in comparison to other leading nation-states. The levels
of social welfare in several Western European and Scandinavian
countries put both the United States and Japan to shame.
Now with affluence, exposure to international standards and
the demographic shift to an increasingly aged population, one can
anticipate a gradual improvement of the material infrastructure
and social services for the physically limited members of
Japanese society. But changes in fundamental Japanese social
attitudes are a forecast that at present I would not care to make.
The political dimension in any nation-state's life is even harder
to evaluate objectively than its economy and society because
freedom and justice are harder to quantify than the price of
cabbages and the supply of wheelchairs. Politics is also, by
definition, a value-laden topic as it is through the political
process that a society's values are articulated in law. Comparative
evaluation of other nations' political systems thus is fraught with
pitfalls of ethnocentricity, in which we sometimes find trapped
such eloquent polemicists as Karel Van Wolferen, who castigated
Japan because, while its system is a democracy in Aristotelian
terms, it is not a democracy in the "common American
definition" of the term, whatever this may mean to him (an ideal?
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the actuality? a majority definition? a personal revelation?).17
While committing the same sin of failing to specify for
which I have just chided my illustrious predecessor at this
podium, I agree with the bulk of the data and the specific
criticisms of Japan from the high-quality research material on
which he draws, and I too believe that Japan is far from a perfect
democracy by a number of criteria. But beyond these limited
points, I am non-plused by van Wolferen's analytic premises and
conclusions, which run so closely in a circle that they are equally
acceptable or rejectable almost regardless of the data. Van
Wolferen's analysis boils down almost explicitly to the simple
assertion that "Japan's reality does not match my ideal of
democracy," which may be perfectly true, but is rather less
exciting when stripped of its conspiratorial and sometimes
apocalyptic prose.
I would gain more confidence in the objectivity of his
analysis if he at least considered how other democracies in the
world might not be perfect either. To help him on his search for
the "plain American definition" of democracy, I would refer him
to my favorite plain American sage, Mark Twain, who said,
"There is no distinctively native American criminal class except
Congress."18
What can we say about Japanese politics that can transcend
opinionation? One can assert that, as with its economy, Japanese
politics has made very great steps towards a democratic form of
government within two lifetimes: from a feudal aristocracy to a
reformist autocratic oligarchy, to a politician/ bureaucrat/business
leader oligarchy, with one lapse into military totalitarianism.
Japan's government has had for decades the form of democracy.
What can be debated is the extent to which it has the "substance"
of democracy, and this debate is emotional and acrimonious on
Karel van Wolferen, "Civil Society in Japan", Hayama Missionary
Seminar Annual Report, 1991.
18Mark Twain, Pudd'nhead Wilson's New Calendar
17
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both sides because it depends on the speakers' political
philosophy (of which more than one are permitted in a
democratic world).
Is the adversarial form of negotiation and the habit to "vote
the rascals out" the essence of democracy? There is heated debate
and a surprising degree of negotiation in the Japanese Diet,
considering that a consistently reelected band of factional
oligarches has been in control for almost a half century. Have
they gerrymandered Japan? Yes, by the Japanese Supreme
Court's verdict. It is here in the judiciary that I would place the
greatest weakness in Japan's claim to democracy. The Japanese
justices' rulings on the fundamental democratic issue of unequally
representative electoral districts have coined what might be the
uniquely Japanese legal doctrine of "unconstitutional but legally
binding". But then again, let us look to the national origin of
gerrymandering as a term and not ignore the blatantly selfserving machinations of the American political parties in the
recent US Congressional redistricting. Is this any more
"democratic" because it is overtly rather than covertly
adversarial? Or are some Western authors and readers confusing
the adversarial style with the substance of democracy.
We would not be the first to conclude that democracy is an
ideal with differing definitions which is difficult to attain in a real
political system. My view is that only a minority of nations on
earth approximate it with much credibility, and that for all its
short-comings Japan is clearly among the more democratic than
the less democratic group of nations. The increased
outspokenness of the Japanese press, the increased public
dissatisfaction with political corruption, and even the increased
willingness of the courts to convict politicians to me are all
indicators of positive change. But I am not the judge of the
Japanese political system. That is the responsibility of the
Japanese people, for de Tocqueville's observation on the
American people applies to the Japanese too: "A democracy gets
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the government it deserves."19
IV JAPAN IN THE WORLD
I have asserted that Japan, as one nation-state compared to
other nation-states, has not done a bad job of providing for the
material and socio-psychological needs of its people. It is clearly
a successfully functioning nation and by many indicators among
the most successful group of nations in the world. But this is only
a static snapshot, not a dynamic video view of the ways in which
Japan interacts with the other nation-states of the world. It is in
the analysis of Japan's international activities that many of the
movements that have led to its great domestic successfulness are
revealed.
We do not need to pause here to define new rules and
parameters for international conduct by which to judge Japan's
behavior. There are no double-standards in our criteria between
domestic and international behavior, between real and ideal
behavior, or between Japanese, or American, or other nations'
behavior. We are judging all countries alike by the same explicit
standards on which they operate: advancing their citizens'
material and socio-psychological interests in competition with
other nation- states.
Here I would like to introduce the third and last of our
rustic analytic tools tonight: the prism. As no phenomenon in
human life exists in isolation from the others, any process of
classifying is by nature somewhat artificial. Even in the
mechanical image of a prism the bands of light are not split
precisely (but merge into one another) and, in the end, the
definition of the bands of the spectrum as "red" or "violet"
depends on human physiology and subjective judgement. Yet as
simple spectrography can illuminate the nature of stars far distant,
so classification can help clarify the events of our immediate
planet.
19

Alexis de Tocqueville, Democracy in America
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Let us take a mental prism to split apart the stream of
Japan's interactions with other nations into a spectrum of seven
fields, starting with the broader-based and more fundamental
relations and ending with the more ephemeral. Of course this
classification is arbitrary and personal and is only made to
simplify for the sake of discussion. I would rank these fields as
starting with trade and finance (at the red end of the spectrum)
and progressing through diplomacy to the military, aid, society
and ecology (at the violet end of the spectrum).
To my mind, this spectrum of Japan's international relations
divides into two sides, the "hotter" side marked by intense
interaction and some conflict in trade and finance, and the
"cooler" side marked by less interaction but some cooperation in
the military, aid, society and ecology. How does the Japanese
nation advance the interests of its citizens in competition
(through conflict and cooperation) with other nations of the
world, across this spectrum of international relations? I would be
interested in your answers, but here are a sketch of mine. Let us
look first to the areas marked by conflict, then to the areas
marked by cooperation. To give some limit to the scope of
discussion, I will only draw examples from Japan and America
even though comparisons with Europe as well yield more fruitful
observations.
A. Aggressive Competition in Trade and Finance
In times of war nations interact on military terms; in times
of peace their interaction is primarily commerce. This is much
more so for Japan than for some other nations, as its international
relations are lopsidedly economic, and its industrialization has
been dependent on imports of raw materials and technology and
exports of finished products. We should not forget that the
explicit original purpose of modern Japan's foreign economic relations was national defense. This aggressively competitive
attitude towards trade and finance is expressed in the Meiji
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dogma fukoku kyohei (rich country/strong army).
Trade-based foreign policy. The benefits to Japanese citizens of
this trade-based foreign policy have been well elucidated by
mainstream scholars: rapid industrialization, rapid increase in
national wealth, rapid rise in standards of living, and the rapid
construction of a series of world-class industries in textiles,
shipbuilding, petrochemicals and steel, all of which have now
been superseded by their world-class replacements in
automobiles, consumer electronics, and computer chips. Next in
line are robotics, intelligent computers and bio-technology.
Such success is not achieved without cost and effort. Its
principal costs have been the forced investments of Japanese
citizens, first through agricultural taxes to pay for governmentfinanced basic industries in coal, metals and textiles, and ever
since through government-regulated interest rates set artificially
low to afford Japanese companies cheap domestic financing (at
the expense of Japanese citizens who receive less than marketrate interest on their bank deposits or are forced to take the risks
of stock-market or land speculation to raise returns).
Another major cost has been the economic exploitation of
second-tier subcontracting industries and their owners and
employees, who have been treated by the chiefs of Japan's
bureaucratic-industrial complex as a source of cost-cutting to
subsidize the large export companies, with the result of a lower
standard of job security and work benefits for the majority of
Japan's workers compared to the leading companies' employees.
The principal effort has also come from the Japanese people.
They have labored in diligent self-sacrifice for the success of
their companies on terms which until very recently few citizens
of other developed nations were willing to accept.
This pattern of state-led, tax-started, and government
protected industrialization was dissimilar to the British
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and American processes, where private capital and entrepreneurship had a greater role and the result was a broader-based
industrial development with a diversified base of medium-sized
enterprises. But the Japanese process was more similar to the
French and Prussian models of state-led industrialization in the
19th century.
As for fukoku kyohei, its most successful practitioners were not
Japanese at all but the colonial powers: Britain, France, Germany,
and the shrewd Yankee innovators with their Black Ships, who
merely demanded the economic benefits of neocolonial trading
and investment rights without paying the costly overhead of
maintaining an occupation army and local administrative
infrastructure. How did Japan fare in competition with these
already-industrializing nations? Quite poorly at first. Its terms of
trade were miserable. It had to pay dearly for imported
technology. Its manufactured goods were of poor quality. Its gold
and silver reserves were drained by Western financial arbitragers,
and its currency reserves were in frequent threat of depletion. It
can be argued that during the early Meiji period, Japan paid the
economic price of neocolonial status in return for recognition of
its claim to political sovereignty.
Which nations prospered at the Japanese nation's expense?
Its Western trading partners. My French bank made one of its
early forays into third world debt at the beginning of this century
when it underwrote a French loan to the Meiji government of
Japan. The interest was fair, considering the exotic risk, and the
French bankers made money at Japanese tax payers' expense.
American society ladies in the 1920's enjoyed wearing silk stockings at affordable prices at the expense of the sweatshop labor of
Japanese women who suffered industrial mercury poisoning
along the shores of Lake Suwa (which is unswimmable still). The
Wall Street crash cost these American women their luxuries and
these Japanese women their livelihoods.
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In the post-war era even a missionary's salary in dollars
could afford Japanese art and craft antiques and once prime real
estate that was to become prime once again. Yet even with the US
Occupation guaranteeing free access to any American investors
who were interested, Japanese companies were so cheap that they
were considered worthless, and only oil majors and IBM
bothered to implant themselves in the market. (The US
automakers preferred to remain at home and export the Detroit
chassis, which, with fins or without fins, remained fundamentally
unaltered until after the oil shocks of the 1970's).
Throughout the entire history of the modern Japanese
nation's economic interaction with the industrialized Western
nations, from the end of isolation in 1868 to the shift in trade
balances in the 1970's, the Japanese nation "lost" the competition
to provide for its citizens' material and socio-psychological needs
better than its Western trading partner nations. This unchanging
status quo was not found unusual in the West, even as the US was
in the process of eclipsing the European colonial powers as the
most economically successful nation.
But finally in the 1970's, Japanese companies' long diligence in
copying and adapting to compete with their foreign market
leaders paid off in the automobile and consumer electronics
industries to the extent that Japan's balance of trade with the US
became positive. Since then not all of the costs of Japan's
economic and financial development have been domestic.
The economic pattern was not unusual. A younger industry
with less inertia uses its comparative advantages (be they lower
labor costs, higher productivity, improved product design and
quality, or a series or combination of all three) to carve out an
international market share. America had done this in Europe; now
Japan did it in America. Let me cite you a revisionist account of
this threat.
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We find an economic system that is in a state of collapse.
It is our own. We see a foreign challenger breaking down
the political and psychological framework of our societies.
We are witnessing the prelude to our own historical
bankruptcy.
At times like this we naturally think about reinforcing
the barricades to hold back the invader. But purely
defensive measures might well make us even weaker. In
trying to understand why this is so, we stumble across the
key element. This war--for it is a war--is being fought not
with dollars or oil or steel or even with modern machines.
It is being fought with creative imagination and
organizational talent.20
This quote is not by an American describing the Japanese
challenge, but by the Frenchman Jean-Jacques Servan-Schreiber
in 1968, describing The American Challenge. Trading places is
nothing new.
What was unusual about Japan's economic ascendency was
its rapidity, its extent, and the character of the new economic
power. Its first postwar trade surplus with America was in the
1970's, yet by 1987 its global trade surplus was $87 billion or
4.5% of the total GNP of the second largest economy in the
world. 21 A trade imbalance of this magnitude could have
seriously distorted the world economy had it not been for the
active recycling of Japanese trading profits into overseas
financial investment, including more than a few US Treasury
bonds.
Modern trade is not a zero-sum system in which one party's
Jean-Jacques Servan-Schreiber, The American Challenge, Editions
Denoel, Paris, 1967. A parallel suggested by Rev. Dr. Glenn G. Gano, my
dear father and teacher.
21Ministry of Finance, cited in Nippon 1991, op. cit., p. 54
20
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profits must be equalled by another party's losses. Japanese video
tape recorders and compact disks have not only made new fortunes in Hollywood but have generated significant retail sales
across America and sparked the new service industry of video
rental shops. Japanese cars have allowed millions of Americans
to commute to work more economically, thus freeing otherwise
wasted dollars for savings or consumption in America.
Yet modern industrial competition is much closer to a zerosum system in that companies with temporary commercial
advantages, if they are wisely managed, can often transform them
into long-term commercial advantages by aggressively
reinvesting income in continual research, design and plant
retooling. For a number of reasons this was not a strategy adopted
by most US automakers. Capitalist economics favors the survival
of the fittest companies, as was demonstrated by the gradual
defeat and disparities of less competitive US automakers to
domestic competition from the US "Big Three" automakers, or by
the recent international takeover of the British automaker Jaguar
by Ford.
Yet Japanese companies went one step further and
reinvented the assembly line, in what is commonly called the
"kanban" system, drastically cutting idle time and inactive
inventory, and thus producing better cars for less cost than
automakers who still depend at the end of the century on Henry
Ford's innovation at this century's start. Why is it considered salt
to wounds to state that at present the Japanese auto industry is the
most competitive in the world?
Before getting bogged down in just one industry, let us step
back and survey some common elements of Japanese companies'
competitive success against US companies. This material is well
covered in one of the more valuable revisionist book, Trading
Places by Clyde Prestowitz.22
Clyde V. Prestowitz, Jr., Trading Places: How America Allowed Japan to
Take the Lead, Charles E. Tuttle, Tokyo 1988.
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1. Japanese companies, while technologically inferior until
the 1970's or 1980's, invested and innovated to attain superior
productivity, while US companies were tardy in making
necessary changes to stay competitive. Even with prices raised to
a premium by "voluntary" quantitative import quotas, a substantial minority of US consumers prefer Japanese cars on a cost/
quality basis.
2. Japanese companies had more competitive advantages
than cost and quality. While US markets were unusually open by
world standards, Japan's domestic markets in practically every
product were actively protected. They were protected by the
government (first through overt tariffs, then through non-tariff
barriers, and finally through negotiated quantitative quotas such
as for beef and oranges). They were protected by industries
through officially sanctioned cartels such as the MITI-engineered
petrochemical industry cartel, through covert cartels (such as that
in the construction industry or among brewers who all raise
prices by the same amount on the same day purely by
coincidence), and through tied distribution networks. And they
were protected by Japanese consumers, who were easy prey to
nativistic fears of foreign goods of unknown quality and beliefs
in the innate superiority of all Japanese products.
3. Japanese protection in itself is insufficient reason to
explain the trade imbalance. Almost no imaginable amount of
extra trade in product lines where America is clearly more
competitive--lumber, wheat, soybeans, oranges and beef--would
close the trade deficit. Liberalizing the rice market would not
change it either. America has suffered a deterioration of its terms
of trade for which even a totally closed Japanese market would be
an insufficient explanation.
To summarize, these complex issues which we have only highlighted, one can characterize that in dynamic competition with
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other nation-states in the fields of trade and finance, the Japanese
nation was less successful in providing for its citizens' needs than
its Western trading partners from the Meiji reform to the 1970's.
From the 1970's to the present, Japan's national benefit from
international trade, measured in its current account surpluses, has
rapidly risen to exceed seriously those of its Western trading
partners. Yet due primarily to inequities in the distribution of
material benefits between Japanese organizations (government,
companies, banks, insurers) and the individual Japanese citizens
they claim to serve, the Japanese nation is still behind many of
the Western nations in providing for its citizens' needs in several
important areas. 23 Japan's economic interaction with the world
through trade and finance can be characterized as intense
interaction and aggressive competition with quite a few points of
conflict with other nations.
B. Recalcitrant Cooperation in the Military, Aid,
Society
and Ecology.
In contrast to the fundamental importance and intense interaction
in trade and finance between Japan and other nations, Japan's
interaction with the world in other areas is much weaker and at
times even ephemeral. Yet again in contrast with its international
economic relations, these other areas are marked more by
cooperation than by conflict. I have highlighted in this spectrum
the fields of the military, aid, society and ecology. Let us very
briefly review some points on each field.
Military affairs. I suspect that some of you are surprised to hear
me classify military affairs as less fundamental than economics.
In the conventional rankings of the Cold War world, the military
balance of power was the prime factor, and in geopolitical
A clearer conclusion than this characterization would require
quantification and a testing of comparative value scales, a useful research
project.

23
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thinking it was even held to be an independent motor force
controlling the behavior of nations. Every point on earth had to
be militarized, lest some local "power vacuum" should accidentally suck in a tank division from the other side,whether they
wanted to attack or not. After decades of beating the war drums
of realpolitik, the editors of Time and Newsweek magazines have
recently started blowing herald trumpets for the new age of peace
dividends, and we shall doubtless hear this change of tune from
the world's new Policeman-in-Chief in Tokyo this week and in
the State of the Union address later this month.
Of a certainty, the dissolution of the Communist Soviet
Union is the most significant politico-military event since the end
of World War II, and the world should join the ex-soviet peoples
to rejoice in it. But as concerns Japan, the military since the end
of the war has been a tertiary factor. Once the US demonstrated
its will to fight for Korea and extended the nuclear umbrella over
Japan, Japan's military security was assured independently of its
own military power. Its SDF forces gradually became an
economic issue in negotiations with the US.
I suspect that others of you are shocked to hear me
characterize Japan's military as a field of cooperation and,
admittedly, that is not what a gun barrel is made for. But given
the demise of the most credible military threat to Japan, the role
of its military forces is now shifting: from a negotiating chip to
buy off US displeasure at unequal burdens to a negotiating chip
to show more symbolic cooperation with other OECD nations
through participation UN peacekeeping operations. The criticism
that the greatest economic beneficiary of victory in the Gulf War
was recalcitrant to risk lives or funding to prosecute it was true
on the target. Japan's financial support for the war effort was
made under all but duress, and it was shamed by more nations
than America for its perceived lack of responsibility.
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The Japanese government's dilemma now is how to accede
to US and European requests for a more overtly symbolic military
role, despite the fears and objections of Japanese citizens and
Asian neighbors, who doubt Japan's ability to control a more
active military in view of its past behavior. In speaking of these
fears we can note that Japanese advocates of remilitarization have
always had great allies abroad. It was the US that first closed the
door, then reopened the window to a Japanese military through
the Self Defence Force concept. It was the US Reagan
administration that seemed to accept Prime Minister Nakasone's
promises of a Japanese arms buildup as fair exchange for soaring
Japanese trade surpluses.
The non-ideological mainstream of Japanese elites have
been happy to leave defense spending to America and to
concentrate their capital on developing civilian export industries.
The politicians have apparently enjoyed using the bill to send
soldiers in support of UN Peace Keeping Operations to trip up
Prime Ministers because they have tried it on Mr. Kaifu and Mr.
Miyazawa too. It is a domestic as well as international stumbling
block.
To summarize by the criteria, if World War III had come
about, one could perhaps have said that the American approach
was better for its citizens--assuming that some were left to
appreciate the benefit. But in view of the economic (not military)
demise of the Soviet Union, the Japanese and German approach
of limited defense expenditures appears to have further advanced
the interests of their citizens. If there is no bonanza of a peace
dividend to look forward to in Japan this year, it is because
Japanese citizens have been enjoying the benefits of reinvesting it
all along.
Economic aid to developing countries and for disaster relief is
another area in which other nations have demanded that Japan
increase its "cooperation." Their reasoning is that a mercantile
nation that profits so much from other nations should do some-
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thing to help less fortunate nations in their economic
development. This sort of reasoning is foreign to Japan. It does
not have a strong tradition of altruistic individual charity as in
Western nations, although it does have a tradition of family or
group responsibility to support temporarily needy members.
Somehow foreign nations, particularly poor Asian or African
ones, have never seemed part of Japan's "family," although they
suffice for export markets.
Japan's international development aid arose in reaction to
international demands. It was part of the price to pay for higher
international status, a sort of dues of the OECD club. And once
the Japanese government began expanding this budget
significantly in the 1980's it rose rapidly. Japanese government
statistics now overflow with pride that Japan's Official
Development Assistance in 1989 was $8.9 billion or 0.32% of its
GNP (versus $7.9 billion and 0.15% of GNP for the US).24 But
these Japanese statistics ignore the percentages approaching 1%
of GNP given in aid by developed nations such as the
Netherlands or Sweden.
International economic aid is one area in which Japan has
made significant steps in increasing its cooperation with other
nations. But has this been a benefit to the Japanese people? My
impression is that relatively few are aware of it and fewer still
would be happy about it if they knew. It has also not been
sufficient to buy Japan much popularity abroad. While
international aid is desirable from a world-system ethic, from the
pure national interest ethic there are doubts as to how much
Japanese citizens have yet benefitted from their aid.
International society is a more nebulous field that is more
difficult to quantify than aid checks, but the extent to which a
nation accepts refugees, exchange students and economic

migrants is one set of applicable measures.
24
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Japan is not a very cooperative country by any of these measures.
It formally excludes and attempts to apprehend and deport
foreign manual workers in Japan, even as their number grows
visibly in response to Japan's severe labor shortage. Japan among
the developed nations has also taken the most restrictive line
towards Indochinese refugees, for years totally refusing to accept
any of the boat people. Even now while there are thriving
Vietnamese communities of recent arrivals in the United States,
France and Canada, Japan has only some 6,300.25
As for foreign students, Japan does accept some 41,000,
although quite a number of these are reported to be covert
workers on student visas. Those of you on college campuses
might be surprised to see so many foreign students show up for
classes. But Japan does admit some 61,000 "entertainers."
Although recent detailed statistics are not easily available, the
majority of these are female and the largest group are Philippina,
and you might not meet them in the kind of entertainment spots
you frequent. The other side of this sort of international social
exchange, the Japanese foreign sex tours, is enough to make
"Japanese international social cooperation" an unappreciated joke
in parts of Thailand and Taiwan, and close to fighting words in
Korea and the Philippines. Japan's relations with other nations in
the social field are still on a relatively small scale; and while they
are not conflictual, they could not be characterized as universally
"cooperative" in nature. Japan's benefits from the training,
experience and technology its citizens obtain from studying and
working overseas would undoubtedly far exceed the value of
what it passes out in return, if measures could be defined for such
intangible exchanges.
Ecology. The final band on this spectrum is the furthest
detectable to the human eye: the violet field of ecology. I do not
mind the analogy here because ecology, like violet light, can be
25
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dismissed as just a pretty color, until the ultraviolets give you
cancer. I have the least to say of Japan's relations to other nations
in this field, because there is not much substance to talk about.
What we can note is that ecology did not enter mainstream
political agendas in most industrialized countries until very
recently. Japan has been subject to sharp criticism for whaling,
driftnet fishing, Southeast Asian deforestation, and it own
horrible but isolated pollution diseases. Besides its relatively
well-developed paper-recycling and rubbish-sorting practices,
Japan has not done much for preserving the environment, but
neither have most other industrialized countries, if one multiplies
talk by action. But as momentum for more careful environmental
protection is gathering in Europe, Japan will continue to be
subject to demands that it do more in this field, which may
ultimately help change its behavior.
In the field of ecology there are even less obvious direct
benefits for Japanese citizens from international cooperation than
with international society. Why should Japan suffer costs to
protect global ozone when other countries could undermine the
result? The global ecosystem is a prime example of a real concern
for human survival that is not in the immediate interests of
nation-states to address. Japan will pay for sulfur-scrubbers in
Chinese coal power generating plants upwind of Japan, but it
demands a different sort of value to be concerned that Japan's
own emissions are damaging the ozone layer.
To summarize this scattered sampling of Japanese international
relations in the fields of the military, aid, society and ecology,
one can characterize Japan's interactions with other nations in
these fields as being less intense than in trade and finance, but
marked by less overt conflict and by more cooperation in several
areas. The Japanese government is making efforts to accede to
other countries' demands for more cooperative involvement in
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military affairs and aid, while international society and ecology
have still not been crystallized enough as policy issues for foreign
pressure or Japanese policy to focus on them and begin
implementing changes. Japan's actions in these fields have
frequently been reactive to foreign pressure and perceived as
recalcitrant cooperation both in Japan and abroad.
It is more difficult to characterize whether the Japanese
nation has provided more for its citizens than other nations in
these fields, because their value cannot be reduced to a single
trade balance figure. Nevertheless, I have repeated the argument
that Japan gained important advantages over the US by avoiding
major military spending and by directing its investment capital to
civilian production. In terms of aid, while the Japanese government feels satisfaction at its progress, neither popular sentiment
nor overseas popularity have had time to digest and respond to
these changes. The eventual benefits are likely to be intangible,
and the costs are not great for Japan. Finally, the field of ecology
is not amenable to the ethic of competitive national interest since
the global environment is a value and responsibility for the world
system.
C.

A Weak and Faltering Voice in International
Diplomacy
You might have noticed that one field was skipped in our brief
survey of the spectrum of Japan's international relations. It might
well be overlooked, for it is Japan's role in international
diplomacy.
Japan chose in the postwar years to concentrate singlemindedly on economic reconstruction and development, leaving
defense and diplomacy largely to the United States. Japan waited
to be admitted to the United Nations with US patronage and then
faithfully followed the US lead in UN voting. The Korean War
and the Vietnam War both reinforced the trinity of Japanese
postwar foreign policy:
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play up to the US in diplomacy and defence; make it all pay off in
trade. This LDP foreign policy was in full flourish under the RonYasu Relationship of the Reagan years, when President Reagan
glowed as Prime Minister Nakasone spoke of being an "unsinkable aircraft carrier" for the US-Japan alliance, while the US
television, VCR, semiconductor and automobile industries were
rapidly sinking to Japanese competition.
For this foreign policy, Japan did not even need that much
of a voice. Its exports spoke louder than words. What talking
there was needed only mumbled promises and muffled
"clarifications" on trade issues, coupled with platitudes on
defense and anti-communism (except for China), and some
occasional copy from the Foreign Ministry on multilateral issues.
The revisionists are right in assuming that at times there
was no voice from Kasumigaseki because there was no mind. If
to "walk quietly and carry a big trade surplus" was Japan's
foreign policy, having a specific foreign policy, any policy, on a
non-commercial case such as apartheid was not just superfluous,
it was a risk! If one had to have a foreign policy because the risks
of negative commercial repercussions were greater without it,
then at least it should be as neutral, ambiguous and as quiet as
possible and capable of being subverted by Japanese commercial
companies as long as their transactions were discreet, (vis.
numeric machine tool exports to the Soviet Union in violation of
COMECON sanctions; missile parts to Iran, etc.).
Professor Karl Deutsch once said, "authority is to power as
credit is to cash," and while Japan has both cash and credit, it has
no apparent power to take positions independent from its
immediate commercial interests, so is there much surprise that it
has little international authority? Even Japan's campaign to win a
permanent seat on the UN Security Council is based largely on
the virtue that it is not behind in its dues. The bumbling fiasco of
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its diplomatic response to the Mideast War last year (quite apart
from the foreign policy question of whether it was desirable or
not to assist) has dampened the pipe-dreams of the Permanent UN
Security Council seat for some time to come.
So Japan's wins no star ratings in global diplomacy. But
have Japanese citizens' material and socio-psychological needs
been served by this diplomacy? Yes, and very well indeed:: no
foreign wars, economic growth and a good trade surplus, US
trade criticism staved off with minimal and well cushioned
concessions, no overt enemies in the world with few terrorist
incidents directed at Japanese citizens. Perhaps the Japanese have
learned from World War II not to let principles obscure their self
interest. Americans have often paid the price for the greatness of
their nation.
D. Japan as an Over-Successful Nation
We have seen that Japan is an aggressive competitor in
economics, a recalcitrant cooperator in other areas, and often
silent onlooker in world affairs. And we have seen how Japanese
citizens have profited immensely from this postwar policy.
"But this is cheating," we hear some Westerners explode.
"Japan is a free-loading, exploitative, cynically deceitful nation
that is out to take over the world." And on the Japanese side we
increasingly hear spoken the not-so-uncommon belief that
America has been "a lazy, incompetent, mismanaged dupe that
will not improve its situation by discarding its rabid abuse of its
betters."
But how much are Japan and America really different in
their fundamental interests as nation-states? Is this not the
purpose of every nation-state to provide for its people in
competition with other nation-states through conflict and
cooperation? Are not these two countries merely following
different strategies with different degrees of success to maximize
their citizens' rewards?
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To truly compare Japan and America more objectively, as
equal nation-states, we must challenge the myth that American
behavior is somehow qualitatively superior to Japanese behavior
(and that thus the two cannot be compared). Many Americans
hold dear the belief that their nation operates on higher
principles. From the Pilgrim Father's New Jerusalem, to President
Monroe's Doctrine to exclude the wicked European powers from
the Americas, to President Wilson's War and League of Nations
"to make the world safe for democracy," to President Roosevelt's
Good Neighbor policy, to President Truman's Containment of
Communism and Marshall Plan--America has defined its various
foreign policies in terms of universal principles.
There is some substance to this national myth that America
operates on altruism. Sectors of the American population have
long been sympathetic to international charity, which has
supported, among other things, the missionary movement.
America has not generally not imposed vengeful conditions on
the nations it has defeated in war. And while America's markets
were protected like other countries' during its years of
industrialization, America's postwar markets have been among
the more open.
But we should not be unaware of the fact that America's
policies, however altruistically motivated they might have been,
were not at all disinterested in the economic and political senses.
America could afford its postwar policy of economic openness
because it was the economic superpower. Its economy was
already more open, diverse, and competitive than other nations'
(with all of its traditional competitors being bombed-out and
heavily indebted). Free trade is most profitable for the most
competitive economy. When America was less competitive in the
inter-war years, it had Smoot-Hawley protectionism. When the
US was the most competitive, it sponsored GATT, the General
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Agreement on Trade and Tariffs, to foster free trade for the
benefit of the world--or was it to pry open its competitors'
markets? There was no contradiction.
In the politico-military sense alike, tolerating potential
rivals is least risky for the dominant military power, especially
when the potential rivals share political systems and values with
the superpower which make them less likely aggressors.
American "altruism" in reconstructing and rearming Germany and
Japan as allies was a noble act and also a pragmatic policy to
harness their now-limited strength in the stand-off against the
Soviet Union.
And what of the Marshall Plan, which is frequently cited as
crowning proof of America's altruism? It was altruism,
unprecedented altruism, and a very shrewd political and
economic investment as well. Dean Acheson, then
Undersecretary of State, recounts in his memoirs Present at the
Creation how what came to be known as the Marshall Plan was
sold to a very hesitant Senator Vandenberg, the former
isolationist Republican Chairman of the Senate Foreign Affairs
Committee, in the office of President Truman during the Greek
crisis in the aftermath of the War. At first Secretary of State
Marshall spoke of the economic needs of Europe, the
humanitarian aspect, their likelihood to be able to repay some
day, and the Senator was not impressed. The argument that
convinced him to accept an activist US policy in postwar Europe
was Acheson's con brio performance of the "red threat" to
America and the need for containment of Communism by aiding
Europe.
Here I have engaged in a little revisionism myself, (and, let
me tell you, it is more fun and much easier than trying to
formulate a defendable original thesis). But I hope that I have
made my point that while the American nation's foreign policy
has to its credit an altruistic element, it has been no less serving
of America's perceived national interests because of it--on the
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contrary, this "altruism" was good business sense for America.
This sort of altruism is not so pure that it can excuse or explain
away the uncomfortable comparisons with the Japanese nation's
newfound successfulness.
Were Americans upset at winning the economic
competition with Japan for most of a century? Or are Americans
just upset at the prospect of losing? The test of American altruism
is now, when Japan has become the more economically
competitive nation. Will America remain loyal to its free market
touchstone, or retreat to the protectionism of its previous lesscompetitive years? It is not a easy adjustment to cede economic
dominance; some British still feel resentment that theirs was
eclipsed by upstart America.
To conclude this section, we can see Japan as a highly
successful nation, and as an over-successful nation from the
perspective of America, whose economic dominance is being
challenged, and by countries in Western Europe who have had to
give up second place.
V.CONCLUSION: JAPAN IN THE CHANGING WORLD
We have reached the point of analysis where it is insufficient to
think only in terms of individuals and pairs of nation-states. We
need to see Japan in the world system. This world system is not
as complicated as we think; it is more complicated than we are
capable of imagining. If we took each of the seven fields of
international relations in the spectrum which we reviewed for
Japan and multiplied them by the number of nations and multinational groupings, we would have about 1,400 characterizations
of limited aspects of just one country's relations with the world
system. So I will speak in much more simple and general terms of
some of the parameters of this system: namely some of its means
of balance and evolution which can be observed as they relate to
Japan.
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One world system. Even a year ago we would have needed to
make qualifiers about two world systems or a system-and-a-half
in reference to the Communist world. Now for the first time in
over seventy years we can speak of one world system. As you
well know, this system is made up of a mixture of nation-states
and supra-national organizations. It is dominated in a military
sense by the nuclear powers with permanent seats on the UN
Security Council, and in an economic sense by the post-industrial
democracies of the G7 group, with various associations and clubs
of nations such as NATO (for military coordination) or the Club
of Paris (for debt relief coordination), appended in increasingly
large and less powerful circles.
The economic philosophy of this system is mixed
state/private capitalism, and this consensus has been strengthened
by the disastrous failure of the communist economies. Even the
remaining Social Democratic governments, such as in France,
only impose somewhat tighter controls on the capitalist engine.
The world system of nations has various balancing and
controlling mechanisms, many of them enshrined in multilateral
treaties over the years, but some based on the crude tit-for-tat
"signal sending" and retaliation patterns of earlier epoches. Their
general purpose is to define the parameters of tolerable behavior
by member nations.
Japan poses a minor challenge to this system. But it is not a
grave threat to it. Japanese trade surpluses, even if they rose again
to their heights of the mid 1980's, would not destabilize the
system as long as they were recycled. It is not a clear violation of
the GATT agreements: to the contrary it is steadily defended
under them. But the Japanese model contains an innovation on
old patterns of economic development and trade that is a major
challenge to it.
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As the Japanese have reinvented the assembly line, they
have pioneered the targeted export industry. That is to say, under
governmental guidance, Japan's industrial resources were
concentrated into specific preselected areas where good profits
and strategic industrial positioning for the economy could be
expected. In 1990 over 75 percent of Japan's exports were
concentrated in three categories: general machinery, electrical
machinery and transportation vehicles, each with a roughly equal
share.26 In contrast only 14.2 percent of Japan's imports were in
machinery and transportation vehicles, as compared to 43.5
percent in the US and 38 percent in the UK. In the Japanese
system, goods designated as export items are not also imported.
If national productive resources are concentrated in highvalue-added export sectors, there is clearly some money to be
made. Japan's innovation was to target industries more quickly
and deftly than the invisible hand of the market mechanism
(which is the US system) and to produce world-class products in
these sectors more quickly than some equally directed but less
entrepreneurially adept European countries. The key, as you
know, was bureaucratic/industrial coordination.
This is not a challenge to the world system in content, only
in degree. But it has given Japan a competitive advantage of
considerable power over its trading partners that is proving
unexpectedly difficult for them to counter. The reasons are twofold. First, the Japanese pattern of external economic behavior
goes against the US and European systems' operating procedures
and technical proficiencies, so it is not easy to duplicate. Second,
and more importantly, the Japanese system does not go against
the fundamental economic principles of the world trading system.
The dilemma for the world system in controlling Japanese
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exports is quite simply that the system itself is based on the
philosophy of comparative advantage. A world of capitalist
nation-states based on trade based on comparative advantage
cannot forever deny success to the more efficient producer of
cheaper, higher-quality goods. Its values hold that the consumers
of the world have a right to this merchandise wherever and by
whomever it is made. And the governments of Japan's leading
trading partners are democratic in the operational definition that
their consumers have a strong say27
But consumers are also workers, and while fewer are
engaged in primary production in the advanced countries, they
still account for a significant portion of economic activity. The
dilemma of the Western nations is to see their jobs flee to the offshore producers of the foreign merchandise their citizens have
come to prefer.
The reactions this provokes, as seen before, are often off the
point. Increasing Japanese imports of Californian rice, Italian
designer shoes, or French Impressionist paintings will not solve
this problem. Applying quantitative quotas to Japanese exports
will only allow the exporters to charge premium prices. Browbeating Japanese to import competing goods that even Western
consumers find less attractive is not likely to prove a viable
solution either. I suspect that for some time we shall see a continued combination of these tactics with increasingly heated
tempers. The clash of bashers with stonewallers will make
unpleasant echoes in Japan's international relations for a while.
However, these points are critiques of the world economic
system in the 1980's, and the wise would not project them
straightforward onto the 1990's. Western pressure to liberalize
Japanese interest rates from the late 1980's, coupled with the
Bank of Japan's determination to stop the speculative bubble,
have knocked out the gears of the Japanese economic juggernaut.
This is one of the operational tests of democracy which Japan still fails
rather miserably at present.
27
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When Japanese consumers can obtain market interest rates
through money market funds, Japanese companies can no longer
use cheap savings recycled through banks to fund permanent
retooling campaigns. When export markets fall into recession,
Japanese industries that have saturated their home market in cars
and consumer electronics have nowhere to turn for sales results.
Wittingly and unwittingly the global economic system in the
1990's is asserting its bounds on Japan. National governments'
more sophisticated mastery of multinational economics (which is
the hidden revolution of the 1980's) is shortening the half-life of
economic ascendencies and gearing the developed world towards
economic convergence. The worst of the structural imbalances
between the Japanese and Western economies may be
diminishing steadily, but political tempers often rise after
economic conflicts have begun to subside.
One economic solution to this problem is beguiling simple
and has been tried successfully before. Just as American
producers localize in Europe in the postwar years, Japanese
producers should be encouraged to localize further and on a
larger scale in the United States and Europe. If these consumer
nations want the goods and the jobs as well, they will have to
accept the role of the Japanese firm's capital, management and
technology in localized production. The American and European
host nations' ancillary benefits would include the transfer of
technology and training in new manufacturing techniques for
their workers. Would all the profits be repatriated to Japan? Not
if the Japanese manufacturers became as astute multinational
corporations as the American producers in Europe. Tax
rationalization by host country governments could easily assure
that much of the profits remained in the country of production. I
do not expect this humble suggestion to be adopted in any scale
soon, but nations, although often slow, are usually not stupid, and
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some learning from the fruitlessness of recent years' trade
conflicts may already be percolating up to the centers of power.
Hopes and prescriptions. While no nation ever learns enough to
satisfy its volunteer advisors, here are my hopes and
prescriptions. Japan may be learning that being too far ahead can
be almost as risky as being behind the competition. For all its talk
of a new Asian market, it still depends on America, has hopes for
Europe and is seriously frightened of being shutout of these new
continental trading blocks. Besides, it knows that its fellow
Asians have studied its tactics and are quite unlikely to be patsies.
Too few Japanese of the post-war generations have the
perspective to be able to imagine a world in which Japan had no
friends, only half-hostile trading partners. Too many Japanese of
the pre-war generation have brought things closer to this state by
acting on this narrow vision. Behind all the quotas and trade
figures, Japan's relations with the world really may turn to a significant degree on such simple points of perception. If so, the
need for international education remains particularly great in
Japan, as it is easier for a country's citizens to learn a new
manufacturing technique than to gain a more balanced world
vision.
America might learn, although I suggest this with much less
confidence, that there is more than one definition of "free trade"
in the world and that it needs to adjust pragmatically to its trading
partners' behavior rather than being mollified with easy promises
and then enraged with betrayal when they prove hollow. While
President Bush is doing his best this week to direct the American
public's attention to the Japanese cause of their economic problems, we should not forget that Japan is merely an incidental
factor in US industry's long decline. While I never give up hope
for America, major restructuring lies astride the road to US
economic and social recovery. At some point blaming foreigners
will start to ring hollow too.
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Europe, I believe, is learning quickly about Japan both
directly and from America's experience. Their politico-economic
systems are closer to Japan's than to America's in the stronger
mix of bureaucratic involvement in business, and they do not lack
subtlety in reading counterparties' negotiating and trading
strategies. Europe's problem so far has been its preoccupation
with its own unification. As this progresses, we can expect to see
a more coherent Japan policy from the world's largest trading
bloc, which will neither close itself off from nor be exploited by
Japan. If there is a match for the Japanese economy in flexibility,
technology and product quality, it is the German economy, which
now through its "buy-out" of East Germany has grown much
closer to Japan's scale.
In concluding this section I would like to open a window towards the future and speculate with you on what form the world
of nations might come to take in the years to come. We have
viewed the development of human association from smaller to
larger groups across history, as individuals sought out--to the
limits of their liberty--units of social aggregation that offered
them greater material and subjective rewards. The recent culmination of this process was the nation-state, born a mere two
centuries ago, and still the most powerful unit. Yet economic
interaction, communication, and interdependence across national
boundaries are growing so fast; the gravest military threat
confronting humanity has started to dissolve so peaceably; and
individuals at least in the developed world are blessed with so
much more liberty and education than they enjoyed in the past
that I wonder if the grandfather clock of traditional nationalism-at least among the advanced nations--has not been ticking rather
long.
I believe that societies and even nations in the developed
world will begin to look to larger aggregations for increased
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benefits, just as individuals look to groups and to nations today.
National governments should be the natural enemy of this
process, since it curtails their sovereignty and oligopoly on world
power; yet in Europe last month eleven leading nations promised
away even their own currencies by the end of the decade! Their
explicit objectives are not unfamiliar to us: to increase the
material wealth and social well-being of their citizens through
greater freedom of operations in a larger scale aggregation.
Despite the periodic recrudescence of nationalism, self-interest
dictates that Europe will eventually integrate to form the largest
economic block in the world. A North American block is also a
more distant possibility.
Between these regional blocks and remaining single
nations, the search for economic efficiency should facilitate the
transfer of capital and technology. This will tend to even out
economic development so that various centers of economic
activity come to compete on more equal terms, at least in the
developed world. Even an island nation like Japan will come to
find that its interdependence with other economies gives it more
security than any amount of isolated superiority.
So as not to leave you with too harmonious a vision, let me
just mention three of the biggest threats and potential crises
which I have ignored tonight: nuclear and chemical weapons
proliferation to developing countries, the Fourth World problem
of the basket-case nations, and the fear that it will take all the
money of all the banks in the world to rehabilitate mother Russia.
VI. Postscript: Christians in the World in God's
Universe
As Christian missionaries in Japan, you have doubtless noted
something missing from this analysis. It is the role of values.
Until now this evening I have shunned and even shamed the use
of value judgments, in order to protest the deluge of simplistic
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verdicts on the complicated socio-politico-economic problems of
the world.
Yet values are the beacons of human life, and however
imperfectly and slowly, they have guided civilizations through
history. What are the values which should guide the individuals,
the groups and the nations of the world?
Throughout this analysis of Japan in the world we have
focussed on one fundamental principle of human organization:
the law of aggregation. So far, I have defined and applied it in
behavioral terms, as observed in the actions of people, groups and
nation-states across history. Yet human advancement through
social aggregation does have clear philosophical and theological
dimensions which can also be examined.
The ethic of social aggregation. Philosophers might dispute the
question "what is the motive of random behavior?", but it does
not take a philosopher to surmise that universally and perpetually
repeated human behavior such as social aggregation is extremely
likely to have a motive (whether explicitly stated or not) which is
based in turn on some system of perception or beliefs about self
and others, punishments and rewards, etc. Beliefs that motivate
actions are ethics. So what is the ethic of social aggregation?
At its roots, the ethic of social aggregation is self-centered
in motivation and other-oriented in means. It is self-seeking
aggregation because from the moment a newborn clings to its
mother, the self gains from others. Yet the various selves in an
aggregation jointly need to accept a mutual responsibility and
behavioral code in order to provide the collective benefits to one
another: so self-interest writ large becomes group loyalty. But
this group membership also carries the risk that the group may
demand more from a member than it gives in return. What the
baby accepts, the mother must have given.
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Group loyalty can also impinge upon self-interest.
This interdependent competition between member and
group is one of the main motivating mechanisms for social
change: revolution or secession when the group exploits too
many members too long, declining benefits and social
disintegration when too many members exploit the group too
long.
This member/group tension is reflected in the psychological
plane by the conflict between two different identities of "self":
the "narrow self" (voluntary constituent of the group) and the
"broad self" (sub-unit and appendage of the group). It is reflected
in the cultural values of individuality and communality (with
extreme examples in the United States and Japan). And it is
reflected in the moral plane by the contrasting motivations of
selfishness and slavishness.
Which is virtue and which is vice? We human beings, who
are biased towards one or the other extreme, schizophrenic on
both extremes, or muddle-headed in the middle, are ever-willing
but ill-qualified to judge. So let us prudently refer moral
judgments to divine authority. This is a question of religion: for
us as Christians, the example and guidance of Christ.
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JAPAN AND THE DOMESTIC SCENE

by
Takiya
Yoshikazu28

INTRODUCTION
To one who has lived almost 40 years in Brazil and more
than twelve years in the United States of America, the caption
"Unmasked Japan: A Japan Coming Apart at the Seams" sounded
quite true at first; and some years ago I would have agreed
wholeheartedly with that feeling of doom. However, pressed by
the need to rediscover the Japanese culture in order to be able to
minister to these people, I was led to read several books on Japan
Born in Shimizu, Japan and immigrated as a child to Brazil, Dr. Takiya
was educated in both Brazil and the United States, earning a B.A. degree
from Sao Paulo State University and a B.Th. degree from the Independent
Presbyterian Seminary both in Brazil, and a B.D. degree from Asbury
Theological Seminary and a Ph.D. degree from Drew University Graduate
School in the U.S. After teaching more than seven years in the U.S., he
returned to Japan in 1984 to become Professor at Osaka Christian College
and Seminary. He is a minister of the Japan Free Methodist Church.
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and the Japanese people authored both by foreigners and Japa–
nese. Though the recent social and political scandals, the urban
disasters and the rather immature diplomacy in handling the
international issues may be seen as sure signs of a country falling
apart at the seams, the domestic problems of this country are no
more serious than those faced by some other countries--including
my own (Bra–zil) and the United States--and surely much less
radical than those the Russians are facing now. I do not intend,
however, to defend Japan.
Since social and political events are manifestations of
deeper cultural and spiritual currents buried in the soul and
personality of a particular people, a probing into the more
fundamental tenets of Japanese mind seems more fruitful and
probably more urgent. If, on the other hand, similar political,
economic and social events occur in almost every country, how a
particular people evaluates them and responds to them becomes a
key to understanding their national mentality.
In the worldwide and world-shaking events of today, signs
of spiritual and cultural decay may be apprehended, even signs of
social and political doom; however, at the same time one must
not overlook the signs of renewal and certain changes for better
societal structuring.
Let us examine the Japanese domestic scene under the
following three headings:
I.
The Japanese Domestic Scene: Viewed from the
World Scene
II. The Spiritual Make-up of Japan
III. Is Japan Searching for a New Ideology.
I. JAPANESE DOMESTIC SCENE:
VIEWED FROM THE WORLD SCENE
As Alvin Toffler rightly assessed in his books, The Third Wave
and Power Shift, the world itself is in great turmoil. The world is
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going through rapid and far-reaching changes. Every level of our
society, every aspect of our culture and life is being touched.
When the world-shaking volcanic eruptions settle down, the
social landscape of this world will be quite different. What has
happened to the Soviet Union, what is happening in Yugoslavia,
and what the European Community is planning to accomplish
constitute historical events that will shake every part of the world.
Japan's ascent to the international stage has been
accomplished gradually, and her recent participation in every
aspect of world affairs must be reflected in her domestic life. The
cultural upheaval storming this country is challenging her
traditional philosophy, her long established mores and her
cherished way of life. Values are clashing with each other.
Western type values are pitched against Asian traditional values.
Caught up in the current powerful social revolution, Japan is in
the throes of a third renewal: the first happened a hundred years
ago in the Meiji Restoration; the second, when Japan experienced
the defeat of World War II. With the dawn of the Meiji Era, the
modernization of Japan was based upon models imported from
Europe and America. Western political and economic ideas,
western
social
customs--including
wardrobes--western
architecture and western types of educational and social
institutions changed both the physical and social face of this
country.
One of the leading figures of that revolutionary period,
Yukichi Fukuzawa, the founder of the Keio Gijuku University,
visited the United States with the first official envoy from Japan
and discovered the idea of freedom. For a country that had been
ruled for 270 years by the powerful Tokugawa Shogunate, the
word "freedom" appeared like a light in the darkness. "A free
man, a free country" became Fukuzawa's educational ideal and
aim.
There was the need for that bitter defeat of World War II in
order that Yukichi Fukuzawa's dream could become a reality in
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Japan. After the war the radical change not only in the
educational system but also in the content and the aim of
education began to produce a new generation of Japanese with a
rather mixed-up personality.
"Internationalization" is the Japanese-English term for the
new cultural political and social revolution occurring right now in
this country. Japan is being asked to be a partner with the First
World countries in exercising world leadership. The whole
country is trying to respond to this new role. The question is: "Is
Japan really up to it? Could it still be in reality a child's soul in a
financial and economic giant?" Kawasaki Ichiro, a former
ambassador to Iran (1960-61) and to Poland (1961-67), writing
Japan Unmasked in 1969, had no qualms in agreeing with
General MacArthur's observation that the mentality of the
Japanese was that of a twelve year old. Has it changed in these
last twenty years?
II. THE SPIRITUAL MAKE-UP OF JAPAN
Discussing the mentality of a twelve year old, Doi Takeo, a
psychiatrist and professor, in his book, Amae no kozo [E.T.: The
Anatomy of Dependence ], chose the concept of amae as the
primary idea for analyzing Japanese behavior. According to him
every aspect of the Japanese way of thinking, acting and
interacting reveals the amae
psychology, which can be
considered the central tenet of the Japanese character. Not only is
amae shown in the individual personality; it has also become the
very foundation of Japanese culture. "The Japanese, in short,
idealized amae and considered a world domi–nated by amae a
truly human world; and the emperor system might be seen as an
institutionalization of this idea" (Doi, 1973:60). He considers
amae to be the Japa–nese ideology, just as "freedom and
equality" have ideological meaning and force among Americans.
For Doi the word amae refers to the feelings of dependence of an
infant toward his mother; and this infantile sentiment includes
both the desire to be passively loved and fear or anxiety when
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separation is threatened from the warm, secure world centered in
the mother. Doi tells us how the Japanese are, not what they
should be.
Japanese anthropologists and sociologists often use the
dyadic concepts of tatemae/honne, omote/ura and soto/uchi to
explain the Japanese mind-set and social behavior. Tatemae is
the facade of a building, the front you show to others, and honne
represents your true feel–ings. Parallel to them, omote is your
face and ura is your heart. Soto is outside your group and uchi
is inside your group. These concepts are extremely helpful in
describ–ing and understanding the Japanese behavior. A caveat
here. At first contact with these concepts, Westerners take them
to be the representation of polar opposite ideas, adding quickly
the moral judgment that one is right and good and the opposite is
wrong and evil. This is an awful mistake. For a Japanese these
dyadic concepts are mutu–ally constitutive, like the father-son
and husband-wife relationships. There is no son without a father,
and a man does not become a father without an offspring. Thus,
tatemae legitimizes honne, and honne gives substance to
tatemae. The same can be said about the pairs omote/ura and
soto/uchi.
These concepts explain why the Japanese are so puz–zling
to Westerners. However, there is another Japanese character trait
that tops them all and is the real source of Japanese ambiguity
and contradictions. It is called hara–gei (translated literally, it
means the art of the belly or abdomen). After reading Matsumoto
Michihiro's book, The Unspoken Way--Hargei: Silence in
Japanese Business and Society, a Westerner may give up his
attempt ever to understand the Japanese mind and behavior. It is
quite alien to western mentality. The western logic has been
inherited from Plato, Aristotle and Kant. Western logic is
dialectic and syllogistic; it moves in a straight line from one point
to the next, from one proposition to another, to an inevitable
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conclusion. This is the force of a logical argument. Westerners
aim at truth. However, Matsumoto affirmed that the Japanese
hara logic used in haragei is circular. It does not aim at truth; it
wants to accomplish mutual understanding, mutual acceptance.
Within hara logic, because of its circularity, tatemae/ honne are
not at the opposite ends of a straight line, but they rather come to
touch each other at the end of circular thinking. In a circle the
farthest two points are at the same time the closest ones. A
Westerner presses for a "yes" or "no" answer; for a Japanese there
is a "maybe" in most cases.
In view of this circular logic a Japanese tends to appear in
the eyes of a Westerner as a nantai dobutsu, an invertebrate
animal--with no bones at all! Webster's New World Dictionary
says that "invertebrate" may mean "having no moral backbone;
lacking courage, resolution." It sounds exactly like the foreigners'
assessment of Japanese national and international politics. One is
never sure whether they understand the Japanese fully.
On the other hand, in an astounding way, due to this ability
in circular logic, the Japanese were able to merge three different
ways of life and create a rather unique society and culture. The
native Shintoism absorbed both Buddhism and Confucianism
imported from outside. After the divestiture of the Emperor's
divine status and the loss-of-face of the Japanese military, Japan
was not able to replace the previous Yamato-ideology--Japan as
the center of the universe and the Emperor as the Head of the
Japanese Household. Could a refusal to embrace a particular
ideology be itself an ideology?
III. IS JAPAN SEARCHING FOR AN
IDEOLOGY?
In the "Precis" sent to the participants, it states the role of the
missionary as "being witnesses of the truth in this culture." This
expression sounds very ideological.
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Japan may need a definite ideology in order to survive in an
international scene, whether political or economic.Not having
thought everything through and still being in a groping-in-thedark condition, this presenter can only form a series of questions,
a presentation of problems rather than solutions.
Missionaries are here to announce the Good News of
salvation in Jesus Christ. Does this role involve pitching truth
against untruth? Of course, Jesus Christ is the Truth. Evangelism
means witnessing that in Jesus Christ God has reconciled the
world to Himself. Does it mean a propositional presentation, a
logically articulated argumentation for the truth of Christianity
against materialism, communism, or other religious propositions?
Is that what Japan needs?
Is not Japan seeking rather a new way of life for the 21st
century? Japan has structured its society and culture by merging
three ways of life--Shinto, Buddhist and Confucian. Shintoism
met the Japanese need for myth, festivals and life-symbols.
Buddhism supplied the metaphysical meaning of life and the
universe and the aesthetic gratification in the form of the arts and
architecture. Confucianism provided the basic social customs, the
rules of interpersonal relations and the practical wisdom to solve
the nitty-gritty elements of everyday life. Can Christianity, which
embodies all these basic elements of religion--liturgy, theology
and ethics--in a single ideology replace the triune culture of
Japan? Could Christianity be the answer for the new Japan in the
next century?
Is ideological Christianity acceptable to Japan? If the
Japanese people, who live by a circular logic, prefer an ideologyless way of life, rather than a complete loyalty to a single
ideology, can we strip off ideological elements from the kind of
Christianity we want to implant in this country? Will this
Christianity allow itself to be merged into into Japanese culture
and society as Christmas paraphernalia have been absorbed into
Japanese culture? The Christian wedding ceremony has become
quite popular. Could Christianity penetrate the Japanese culture
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in a silent way without confrontation? Japanese people tend to
avoid confrontation. Are missionaries willing to learn and
practice haragei--the Japanese silent way? Could we celebrate
Christ in an idolatrous country?
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The invitation to contribute in this year's Hayama
conference--I must confess--has been felt as a great challenge. I
was indeed happy to receive this challenge, especially as the
theme, "Being Witnesses of the Truth in this Culture," is one
which has come to preoccupy my thoughts more and more after
some fifteen years of service here in Japan. However, as the
deadline started to near, the feeling of being challenged gradually
gave way to a feeling of awe in front of the task which awaited
me. The problem, I felt and still feel, is that as I speak to you, I
myself may be as much, or even more, groping for answers to the
question inherent in the theme than some of you.
THE TRUTH
How is it possible to share truth in a culture without such a
conceptualization of there being a final word about anything?
This pertinent question was raised in the guideline paper I
received from the Preparatory Committee. And I must confess
that for a long time I was reflecting on the theme from this
perspective and wanted to develop it dealing with the issue from
this angle.
However, it suddenly struck me that it may be what I will
call this philosophical approach that has led us, as churches, to
such disastrous results in trying to spread the Good News in this
culture. I am sufficiently versed in theology not to take the easy
approach and pretend that philosophy has nothing to do with
Christian faith. It certainly has. But the question is whether or not
an analysis and comparison of the basic European/ Western and
Japanese philosophical approaches will lead to the conclusion
that what seems to be mutually exclusive understandings
necessarily means that we, in reflecting theologically, have to
choose the one or the other. Is it for instance possible that the
Biblical truth can speak in both dualistic and monistic

categories?30 I just want to raise the question here! Is it even
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possible that the philosophy of this culture can pose a critique of
our Western tradition in the way we have adopted philosophy
when trying to interpret the Scriptures?
Western theological tradition--as you all know--has been
linked intimately to philosophical development. Thomas Aquinas
stands out perhaps as the one example of a European theologian
attempting to build a grand Christian thought structure using the
philosophical tools available. Impressive though his structure is,
it must be admitted that it hardly speaks convincingly to
Europeans at the end of the second millennium, and probably
often does not make much sense at all to people with other
cultural backgrounds. Even a theologian of the 20th century like
Rudolf Bultmann--influential as he was when I studied theology
in the 60s--seems to be considered passé when it comes to his
attempt at interpreting Christian faith in the categories of
existentialism.
If we further consider Martin Luther's theological disputes
with his adversaries--both those in the Catholic Church and
theologians like Zwingli and Calvin--so much of the
disagreement was undeniably based on philosophical premises
that may have lost some, even much of their significance today.
How would it otherwise be possible for theologians some 450
years later to arrive, if not at a consensus, to at least at many
convergences in their understanding of the very issues which so
thoroughly divided the theologians at the time of the
To this highly complex issue of Christian faith and philosophy I would
like to refer to an extremely important book by a Norwegian theologian,
Dr. Thorleif Boman, Das Hebraische Denken in Verglich mit dem
Griechischen (Vandenhoek & Ruprecht in Goettingen). Dr. Boman's
penetrating analysis of the characteristics of the Hebrew way of thinking
clearly shows the deficiencies of Greek philosophy as tools for Christian
reflection. In my opinion his book makes the alliance with any philosophy
problematic--a fact which indicates that there may not be any philosophy
especially tailored to Christianity.

30

Reformation? I am thinking of the process within the framework
of the World Council of Churches that culminated in the
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publication of the so called Lima document in 1982 on "Baptism,
Eucharist and Ministry."31
I hope this proves to be sufficient in explaining my
rejection of the philosophical approach to the issue of truth. Let
us rather recall the dialogue between Jesus and Pilate as
described in the Gospel of John (18:33-40)! "What is truth?"
responds Pilate to Jesus' insistence that he came into the world to
testify to the truth. I suppose it is no coincidence that this
exchange is recorded in the Gospel according to which Jesus
states that he himself is the Truth (John 14:6).
JESUS CHRIST AS THE TRUTH
My first assertion is that as Christian missionaries we have
to reconsider the fact that as witnesses of the Truth, we are
witnesses about a person, the incarnated God in Jesus Christ, not
about a philosophical or a moral absolute.
The longer I live and work in Japan, the more convinced I
become that we may have, perhaps unconsciously, made a very
serious mistake. Though we have tried to proclaim Jesus Christ as
our savior, a visit to so many Protestant churches certainly gives
the strong impression of the truth being proclaimed there, as
being a teaching of some sort rather than a living person! And the
teaching seems to be so complicated that it usually requires much
time for explanation.
Worship services, at least in our Protestant tradition, are
reduced to what the Japanese call a koenkai or "a lecture
meeting." The total absence of any sacramental aspect of most
worship life in Japan cannot, in my opinion, be explained only by
a certain theological understanding alone.
For details see Baptism, Eucharist and Ministry (World Council of
Churches, Geneva, 1982). It is interesting to note that the introduction of
the word "sign" in the theological exposition of the Eucharist seems to
have been a breakthrough in the long existing controversy regarding the
meaning of the Eucharist.
31
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Both characteristics are to me strong indications of an
understanding that the Truth is more of a thing than a person. The
Truth has to be explained. Actually, we can only meet the Truth.
The emphasis should therefore be on encountering the Truth,
rather than on an intellectual act of understanding or perceiving.
This does not mean, however, that the latter is totally unimportant
as an encounter also implies a degree of intellectual understanding.
If our worship services were truly centered on a risen and
living Christ to be met, they would--as far as I can understand--be
much less of a lecture and much more of a meeting--in the true
sense of this word. And an encounter with Christ first of all takes
place through the Word exposed in the pulpit and through the
bread and wine of Holy Communion distributed from the Lord's
table. Let me just underline that by the expression "the Word
exposed in the pulpit" I understand it in a wider sense than
merely the exposition of an hour or more in the pulpit.
Regardless of theological conviction--with such an
understanding of the essence of the gathering of the people of
God our worship services would become much more sacramental
in the sense that they would be events.
Let me just add that I am not excluding prayer, meditation,
praise and singing as times and means of encountering Christ, but
I do think the Word and the bread and wine of Holy Communion
constitute our basis for an encounter with the risen and living
Lord. It is needless to add that without the work of the Holy
Spirit such an encounter is impossible.
THE BIBLE AND JESUS CHRIST
A rediscovery that the Truth we proclaim is the crucified
and resurrected Jesus Christ would probably lead us to a different
emphasis on the Bible. Do we dare to face the question that our
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attitude to or understanding of the Bible--both of which are based
on certain philosophical concepts--often have become a
hindrance for Japanese to approach the center of the Bible, the
person Jesus Christ?
We often present those coming to our churches with a
certain concept which they first have to swallow in order to
approach him who is the center and the focus of the Bible.
Recently I had a graduate student, working on his doctorate
on the origin of the solar system, come to me asking about the
relation between the Bible and his own field of study. It was
obvious that a certain concept either would have forced him to
develop a double set of thinking, his spiritual and his
professional, or it would have forced him to intellectual
dishonesty in order to keep his Christian faith.
Though we have come together in this ecumenical setting, I
dare draw your attention to Martin Luther in this matter. He
always underlined the fact that the Bible speaks of Christ. 32
"Was Christum treibt" ("what speaks of Christ") is always the
measure for Luther, and he could sometimes make statements
about books in the Bible that still cause timid Lutherans to
shudder. But I think his emphasis on Christ as being the center of
the Bible gives an important clue to what a fruitful approach in
this culture could be.
As long as Jesus of Nazareth confessed as the Messiah and
the Lord remains the center of the Bible, the intellectual approach
becomes a matter of relative importance. I am afraid we often in
heated discussions about the book, lose sight of Him the book
speaks about.
CHRIST IN THIS CULTURE
How can it be explained that so many Japanese, especially
When Luther deals with the Bible, he talks about "Christum treiben" or
"to preach Christ." For him the test is whether a book preaches Christ or
not.
32
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among intellectuals, while rejecting the church, have embraced
the person Jesus Christ? There is no doubt that an influential
writer like Dazai Osamu was deeply influenced by Christ, though
he remained a stranger to the institutional church 33. And he is
not the only intellectual who has been influenced by Christianity
while remaining at a distance from the church! This particular
phenomenon has even found its expression within the church in
the so-called mukyokai movement, which is quite a unique
development in Japan.
The general explanation offered in church circles tends to
be the rather self-justifying argument that these people have
understood Jesus to be only a moral teacher, a good example, etc.
The problem--it is argued--is their rejection of the lordship of
Christ. Though this may be valid to a certain point, I doubt that
this is the full explanation. I am afraid the church--and here our
influence as missionaries has been strong--has to take much
responsibility for the state of affairs.
Could it not be that we have to a certain degree failed in
being witnesses to the Truth as the living person of Jesus Christ
in this culture? The Christ of the church has come to appear as
something quite different from the Jesus of the New Testament.
The word for church in Japanese, kyokai or "a gathering to be
taught," has come to signify the essence of the church--a truth to
be taught, a moral standard to be adopted or a set of guidelines to
Dazai Osamu's relation to Christianity and Christian faith is a disputed
question--as are many elements in Dazai's life. However, when Dostoevski
can be referred to in the description of Dazai's novel, No Longer Human
(Japanese and Western Literature, A Comparative Study, Amando
Martins Janeira. Charles E. Tuttle, 1970), it seems to me that Donald
Keene's insistence that Dazai's "quotations and frequent references to
Christianity at no point suggest sincere belief or even the desire to
believe" (Land-scapes and Portraits. Kodansha International, 1971) is
overly negative. Personally I find it impossible to consider Dazai's direct
and indirect references to Christianity as superficial decorations. He was
deeply intrigued by the Christian faith.
33
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be implemented in one's personal life.
Another factor--in my opinion--may have been our inability
to discern traces of God in this culture. I know many of you will
have a different theological approach to the question of what has
been known traditionally as the natural revelation. Reading Paul's
words in his letter to the congregation in Rome (ch 1-2)-combined with his sermon on Areopagos as recorded in Acts
(17:16-34)--I find it difficult to understand a position where most
culture, tradition and religion are merely considered as
expressions of humanity's sin. My impression is that most
Protestant churches seem to have adopted this attitude.
The tragic thing is that as missionaries we have for too long
interpreted the calling of being witnesses to the Truth as one of
virtually negating most of tradition and culture here--with awful
consequences. Instead of allowing our churches to be places
where the Word speaks through culturally familiar elements and
forms, we have too often made them into little more than ugly
houses where any Japanese with some sense for culture has to
ignore his cultural sensitivity in order to survive.
I honestly think that God's beauty is sometimes better
reflected in the simplicity of a Buddhist temple garden than in the
ugliness of many Christian church buildings. During a stay in
Japan while I lived and worked Geneva (1981-84), I had the
opportunity to visit Kyoto one day in February. There may be
churches in Kyoto worth visiting also during the week, but I
chose to go to Ginkakuji--not to be mixed with the famous
Kinkakuji. There had been snowfall in the morning, and
Ginkakuji was a beautiful and to me that day a spiritual
experience. I just wished we had more churches that could speak
in the same way of the Word which was in the beginning...and
was with God.
As witnesses of the Truth, I see our task as discerning traces
of the Word in this culture and putting to use familiar elements
and forms that can become paths for the Word to reach the hearts
of people.
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One thing that struck me, when as a young missionary I first
came to serve here, was for instance the absence of pottery in the
church--in spite of the fact that the tradition of making and using
pottery spans centuries. I wondered why most churches use these
terrible aluminum sets, which in addition to their ugliness
virtually destroy the symbolism of sharing the one bread and the
one cup? It seems to me that the absence is also a testimony to the
lack of any consciousness about culture as something positive
that can become part of our Christian expression. Once when a
couple of Japanese pastors visited me, I showed them our
communion vessels made of pottery. Even though they had only
praise for the vessels, the thought of using pottery in the church
had obviously never occurred to them.
TO PAINT CHRIST'S FACE IN THIS CULTURE
I can personally appreciate many of the Buddhist images
found in temples here, especially images of Kannon (the female
goddess/bodhisattva), which are sometimes wonderful works of
art. But I am absolutely convinced that the face of Christ is much
closer to the daily lives and the real needs of people than the
image of the detached Buddha is.
To be witnesses of the Truth is to paint Christ's face onto
people. And I mean Christ's face as it is rendered in the Gospels-his love of those who have strayed away from God, his
forgiveness of the sinner as well as his anger with exploitation of
people, his contempt for a life dominated by materialism, his
patience with the weak and lowly as well as his impatience with
those who think they are secure and strong.
A scene from one of Endo Shusaku's novels comes to my
mind. In his well-known book,Silence, there is a scene, which
many of you probably will recollect, when the missionary
Rodrigues, before treading on the fumie [tablet of Christ or crucifix],
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sees the face of Christ, who speaks to him about forgiveness: "It
was to be trampled on by men that I was born into this world."
This passage--in my opinion--has often been misunderstood
or misinterpreted. Rather than defending apostasy as some
interpreters have indicated, Endo, it seems to me, is exploring
both the limits and the mystery of Christ's forgiveness.34
Endo depicts the face of Christ that his fellow Japanese
need--that of tender love and forgiveness, or "the face of a
mother." He has elaborated this theme further in his A Life of
Jesus, which with its sentimentalism clearly shows Endo as a
much greater novelist than a theologian. Whatever his merits are
as a theologian, I am strongly convinced that as witnesses of the
Truth, we are called to portray this face of Christ in a special way
in this culture and this society.
It strikes me again and again how much loneliness,
hopelessness, pain and suffering there is in this society. Though
material affluence and wealth may have brought a general feeling
of well-being to a number of people, more and more of the
affluent generation seem to experience a spiritual void in their
lives. When students comment--as they sometimes have done to
me--that they may be materially wealthy but are spiritually poor,
these are more than just words.
Broken family relations are on the increase. Even if the
cases of divorces have still not reached the proportions of
Western societies, many family and human relations lie in tatters
and are irreparably broken behind the facade. Add the pressures
on the children and the young today, and you have a life situation
This passage in Silence is contrasted by a scene in a play, "The Golden
Country," set against the same background of persecution of the Christians. Here a young man (non-Christian) refuses to trample on the face of
the Christian girl he loves to prove his lack of Christian faith. He risks to
be killed for his love. These two examples--in my opinion--demonstrate
that one has to be very careful when drawing conclusions from Endo's
fiction.
34
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with which anyone would have problems coping.
You are certainly familiar enough with the realities of
modern Japan, so I will not spend time describing to you life
here. But I dare to speak on the background of my own
experiences in ministering, especially among young people. This
includes also the deeply personal experience of losing my
(Japanese) wife's nephew at the age of 18. He committed suicide.
On his death certificate could have been written as the real cause
of his death--deprivation of love.
At the time of his death he had lived with us for nearly five
years and had gotten a "glimpse of a world of love," as he wrote
just a few days before he entered a hospital to be treated for drug
addiction. Two days later in a desperate situation of strong
withdrawal symptoms he put an end to a life that had not tasted
much of love, but I trust that it meant his step into the arms of a
loving God, whom he finally encountered late one night a week
before his death.
I shall never forget his face that night when the young teenager, who was desperate because of his drug abuse, had read the
parable of the workers in the vineyard (Matt. 20) and looked up at
me asking: "Uncle, is this really true?" He had understood the
point! Seldom if ever, have I sensed such a deep joy by being a
witness of the Truth--the Christ who embraces us all with his
abundant mercy and forgiveness. And since then I have come to
understand my task in Japan as a very simple one, as a witness of
the Truth to portray the loving and forgiving face of the risen and
living Lord!
OUR LIVES AS A REFLECTION OF CHRIST'S LOVE
Here we may face the greatest challenge if we dare consider
ourselves as catalysts for change. Are we really ready to let our
lives give depth and content to the words we speak as God's
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messengers?
It seems to me that as missionaries still being welcomed to
work with churches that have come of age, we have a unique
opportunity in the years ahead to risk ourselves in a life of
service. We do not need to take on the "important" functions in
the church structure--which may be painful for those among us
who have difficulty in giving up such ambitions. But if we heed
the example of our Lord, who knelt down and washed the feet of
his disciples, we should discover that we are probably entering an
era of missionary work in this country when we have a better
chance of living Christ's example in our lives than ever before.
I think it is no coincidence that one of the major themes of
great contemporary artists like Watanabe Sadao and Tanaka
Tadao is precisely the one of Jesus washing the feet of his
disciples, 35 the expression of Christ's deep love to his own,
which he set also as an example. And as God's messengers we do
well to listen to the artists who often have a special sensitivity to
perceive the cries and desires in the hearts of people. I have done
interviews with both of these artists, who expressed their
discouragement. Their impression was that few within the
Japanese churches really had much interest in their art or in what
they tried to express through their art. And I think they were,
unfortunately, right in their observations.
How accessible are we then when people need, not our
words, but our love and compassion? Are we ready to live with a
schedule that allows us to have time for someone who needs our
care?
I had a student who called me one evening a few weeks
ago. He asked whether he could come over for a chat. Though I

Personally I considers Watanabe Sadao's print, "The Foot Washing,"
1989. as one of his masterpieces in recent years. Tanaka Tadao has also
focused on this theme in several of his paintings. One of them is an oil
painting which hangs in the YMCA building in Kobe.
35
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had things I should have done--among others, writing this paper-I asked him to drop in about an hour later. He came some minutes
past ten. When he left me past three in the morning, I had gotten a
glimpse of a struggling young man, who wondered whether
Christ could give any direction to his life. Brutally honest with
himself, he was not the one to be satisfied with superficial
phrases. As I went to bed to catch a few hours of sleep before
teaching the next morning, I just hoped that I had been able to
portray the face of Christ that he needed in his particular
situation.
I certainly have problems with my own schedule. It tends to
be too crowded. But I try to make a point of being available when
somebody needs me, even if there are some important matters to
take care of. Is it not people who are the most important? Or have
we forgotten our Lord who spoke of one person being of more
worth than the whole world.
A few years ago I was hospitalized for a few days and met a
nurse who happened to know a colleague of mine, known as a
very efficient missionary in our group. But the nurse had not been
in touch with this missionary for some time. I suggested that she
make contact again. No--she was not interested in getting in
touch "because it would only be like having an appointment from
12:15." It was a comment that hit me like a bullet. And even
though I am not arguing that we should spend our time
indiscriminately on people, I do think that only by being ready to
take time for people can we be true witnesses of him who spent
most of his life in the company of people in need.
MISSIONARIES AS PROPHETIC SIGNS
I see missionaries who dare to be close to the people to
whom they minister. We are not here to live in isolation, but we
are here to be in the midstream of life. We are called to be
witnesses of Him who restores humanity to people.
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In our congregation at Rokko we have had for the last few
years what we call a human rights campaign during the month of
December. We have felt it to be extremely important to remind
ourselves and the people we come in contact with, that Christmas
is not an excess in self-centered spending but the celebration of
Him who chose to be born in a stable. The King we celebrate is
the king who chose the via dolorosa.
In 1988 we focused on South Africa and its apartheid policy
and made the release of a detained Lutheran pastor the goal of
our prayers and efforts--among others, mailing petition cards to
the Minister of Justice in South Africa. The pastor was suddenly
and unexpectedly released on Christmas eve that year. One year
later we celebrated the human rights Sunday with the pastor,
Molefe Tsele, in our midst whose testimony of his trials during
the three years of detainment awakened our congregation to its
calling of being a sign.
In 1990 we chose the human rights of children as our theme
and invited a prominent woman lecturer at a Christian college.
Though she had been a Christian for many years, it was her first
time ever to be in a meeting such as this in a church. And I think
this situation is typical of many churches--a spiritual life often
too much separated from the realities of this world!
Personally I am convinced that the calling of the church is
also to establish prophetic signs in its society. We are by no
means to become political groups or parties. But we are to give
visible signs of the realities of the kingdom in which our Lord is
king and ruler. The love, righteousness and peace of His kingdom
are not only spiritual entities to be tasted in eternity, they are also
gifts to be made visible and manifest also in our world. How can
a victim of injustice in this society believe in my words about
God's righteousness if I am unconcerned and oblivious to his/her
concrete situation of injustice?
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When we campaign, as we did this last December, for the
release of the recipient of the Nobel Peace Prize, Aung San Suu
Kyu, we not only do that as a sign of solidarity with people under
oppression and in suffering, but also we want to demonstrate that
God has a universal claim on people to reflect his righteousness
in their lives and in their societies. The God, whom we confess,
states in his own book that he had "observed the misery of his
people...had heard their cry...and had come down to deliver
them..." (Ex. 3.7-8). Do we consider God less concerned about
the suffering of people today?
Our good brother and colleague, Jack McIntosh, who for
decades has ministered to Koreans in Osaka, has--as you knowchosen his path of solidarity with the people--the refusal to be
fingerprinted. He is presently involved in a court struggle where
his case is being heard. To me Brother Jack is a prophetic sign in
our time, and I think he will prove to be a powerful witness of the
Truth in this society, where the emphasis on conforming is
becoming stronger and stronger.
Some of you may frown at what you perceive as social
activism done at the expense of proclaiming the Truth. Let me
underline that I am not pleading for a social activism devoid of
the Gospel, as we have also seen especially during the 70s. But I
do think that being witnesses of the Truth implies the challenges
of demonstrating that the people's total fate is of utmost concern
to our Lord Jesus Christ. And in the years to come I hope to see
missionaries with a discerning eye for the realities of Japanese
society and with the integrity and the courage to manifest the
qualities of the Kingdom, even at the risk of losing their
opportunity to stay and work here.
I am not overlooking the many institutions undertaken by
Christians or churches to extend Christ's loving hands to
handicapped or suffering people. Considering the size of the
Christian church in Japan, it is impressive what is being done.
And much has been initiated by missionaries. And I hope
missionaries continue to find their places serving within these
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institutions. At the same time I hope that we will be voices in this
society vigorously protesting the dehumanizing developments.
How can we for instance read the Gospel telling how Jesus
turned upside down the values of his time without challenging the
values of a society in which people are exploited for commercial
success? How can we read about Jesus putting a child in front of
his disciples as an example without protesting what I will call the
violation of children through a callous and brutal education system--for the sake of material affluence? Is it not our calling to be
signs of the different values of the Kingdom, which will be a
shattering critique of the system resulting in so much misery and
suffering among young people? Or is the situation of the some
50,000 junior and senior high school students' refusing to attend
school of no interest to Him who always sought those who had
failed in life?
Let me make it very clear that I do not want to see
missionaries serving here conforming to one pattern. The
challenges are legion and as individual persons--often related to
small congregations--there are limits to what we can involve
ourselves in and what we can do. But what I am pleading for are
missionaries whose love of Christ is such that it takes a concrete
shape and goes out to people in need. No areas of this culture and
society should be foreign domain for a Christian.
CONCLUDING REMARKS
I am painfully aware of my inability to give any final
answer to the question of how to be witnesses of the Truth in this
culture. And as I have spoken I hope you have sensed that I do
include myself and my own tradition in the critical remarks that I
make. In trying to make my points, I am also conscious of the fact
that my general descriptions or observations often fail to do
justice to the variety of churches and traditions in this country.
However, I do think that my points are valid and therefore worth
considering. Whether you will agree with the tentative approach I
have tried to outline is a different matter. My purpose has not
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been an attempt to persuade you to agree but one to invite you to
reflection and dialogue.
Personally I am convinced that Japan--where the Christian
church has proven to be what I have sometimes called "a failure
in a success story"--provides perhaps the strongest challenge and
the best opportunity for reflecting theologically on the nature and
destiny of God's kingdom in this world. In our efforts to find the
ways and means of guiding people to the Truth, the crucified and
risen Lord Jesus Christ, we should not forget that there is a kairos
in God's mysterious housekeeping. To live as witnesses of the
Truth may therefore mean that the "cross of failure" is still to be
carried for some time.
As a missionary trying to be a witness of the Truth, I have a
strong conviction that to live and serve in this culture in this
country with its churches and Christian leaders is a great
privilege. In a ministry that aims at giving shape to Christ's
wonderful face in this society, we can live with a deep sense of
joy and expectation. The kingdom of God is a reality here in spite
of the reality we see. One day we shall see "a new heaven and a
new earth" (Rev. 21).
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"BEING WITNESSES OF THE TRUTH IN THIS
CULTURE": A CRITIQUE

by
W. Frederic
"Fritz"
Sprunger36

Our presenter invites us to reflect and dialogue, not
necessarily to agree with him. Following this critique, that is
exactly what we want to do--dialogue with him and one another.
Like Brother Idland, when asked to take this assignment, I
saw it as a challenge, but then I found it is not so easy to

Dr. Fritz Sprunger recently completed his doctoral work and is retur–
ning to North America to begin a new teaching career (see "Tribute"
below). He first came to Japan in 1964 as a short-term missionary and has
served with the General Conference Mennonite Mission for 25 years, first
in Kyushu and since 1985 in Tokyo as Coordinator of the Japan
Anabaptist Center. He holds degrees from Fuller Theological Seminary
(M.Div., 1969) and Trinity Evangelical Divinity School (D.Miss., 1992).
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critique a paper that one basically agrees with (in relation to
being witnesses of the Truth in this culture).
For example, it is noted that western theological systems
have been strongly influenced by western philosophical
thought, and these systems may no longer communicate very
well even in western societies. So it is suggested we have to go
beyond the understandings of men like Aquinas, Luther, and
Bultmann. I find myself affirming that. Especially when we
come to a place like Japan--culturally so different--and need to
convey the truth of God as it has been revealed in Christ and the
Word, that Truth obviously needs to be interpreted/reinterpreted
and conveyed in categories meaningful to the hearers. The
question then becomes one of how to apply the gospel message
in this culture.
Anyway, what I want to do is to weave together some
affirmations with a few reservations and ask for a few
clarifications as well.
"JESUS CHRIST AS THE TRUTH"
In this section of the paper it is stressed that our witness
must be to a Person, not to a principle. It is felt that in most
worship services there is an overemphasis on teaching, and an
under emphasis on the sacramental aspect. I suppose many of us
would agree with the former but, depending on our tradition, not
feel as strongly about the latter. Still, the point about
encountering the Truth being more important than
understanding the Truth is one to ponder. The encounter with
Truth may indeed come for some, as asserted, through the Word
or Holy Communion.
I would ask, however, is there not another way for that
encounter to take place, and that is, through persons? Thinking
of a non-Christian for instance, who perhaps has never entered a
church door, encountering the Truth will often happen through a
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positive encounter with a person, a Christian, who represents
the person of Christ. In the case of Christians too, the Truth is
often experienced, I believe, through the word or deed of a
brother or sister in the faith. So it seems to me this should have
been emphasized as another important means of encounter with
Truth through persons.
Also, it was stated that "without the work of the Holy
Spirit encounter is impossible." While not everything can be
dealt with in a single paper, an elaboration of how we might
cooperate more with the working of the Holy Spirit, the Spirit of
Truth, would have been appropriate.
"THE BIBLE AND JESUS CHRIST"
As for this section of the paper we do well to heed the
caution given about not allowing our attitude to the Bible to
detract from Christ as the center of the Bible. Or to put it more
positively, we need to try to motivate and encourage people to
get into the Word, with emphasis on Christ Himself as being the
center of it. What people read for the first time in the Bible may
raise questions in their minds. But that is okay, as it might result
in the consideration of a cultural world view quite opposite to
their own. As hinted, in that dynamic of opposing world views
Truth may have a greater chance to break through.
I am curious though, as to how things went with the
graduate student who inquired about the relation of the Bible to
science. Was any counsel at all offered, or was he left entirely
on his own to resolve his questions? How did he fare? Perhaps
later we can have a further comment on this.
"CHRIST IN THIS CULTURE"
In the section the observation is made that many Japanese
intellectuals accept Christ, but reject the church. The mukyokai
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(non-institutional Christianity movement) is viewed as an
expression of this.
Part of the responsibility for this tendency toward
intellectualism is laid at the feet of the church, including
ourselves as missionaries. It is said there has been too much
emphasis on "truth" as something to be taught or as a new,
higher moral standard. The result is the church ends up as a
"teaching society." This Christ and this church are quite
different from the living Jesus and living way of the New
Testament. I would say it is hard to argue against most of these
criticisms.
But another factor mentioned as to why some may reject
the church is that the church itself has been insensitive to "traces
of God in the culture." At least this is the presenter's impression.
He even goes so far as to imply that among Protestant churches,
in his own words, "most culture, tradition and religion are
merely considered as expression of humanity's sin." If nothing
else in his paper provokes discussion, that should do it.
No doubt there has not been as much appreciation of the
best in Japanese culture as there should have been (by
missionaries, churches or national leaders). But, I really wonder
if there has been as little appreciation as alleged, or if there may
not have been some overstatement of the case to make a valid
point.
I must admit that one of the things that struck me on first
coming to Japan was the stark contrast between occidental
looking church buildings and grounds and the oriental looking
shrines and temples with their lovely surroundings. The beauty
of Japanese gardens is indeed impressive, and churches can
learn from that. And when it is advised that pottery communion
cups maybe replace the aluminum ones, I too feel such changes
are desirable (if the budget allows). At the same time, let me
make three comments on the culture/church relationship.
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First, assuming there has been an inadequate appreciation
of Japanese culture in the churches, I do not think missionaries
alone are to blame for that. In fact, many missionaries I know
have a positive regard for this culture. It is often the people of
this culture themselves who expect the church to be different
and are reluctant to integrate more of their own cultural
traditions into church life.
Second, any changes we make in communion cups or
landscaping or church decor are surface only. Such alterations
do not go very deep. Still, change for the good should be
encouraged. And my impression is that the situation with regard
to church architecture, for example, is better than it used to be.
Third, what is needed most is help with clothing the
gospel truth in culturally sensitive forms--linguistically,
socially, psychologically and religiously: that is, being able to
use categories people are familiar with already--categories such
as shame rather than guilt; or putting the emphasis in our
messages on positives rather than negatives; showing the
relevance of Christ for all of life; and introducing the church as
our real family, not just another club around the corner. If this
can be done effectively, surely many more than now will take
up the invitation to follow Christ, the way to true life in the
context of the church, God's worldwide family.
"PAINTING CHRIST'S FACE IN THIS CULTURE"
In this section it is asserted that as Christians we need to get
involved with people, rather than being detached from life as
the Buddhist images are. Though we live in the midst of great
material prosperity, there is also much loneliness, hopelessness,
suffering, and spiritual poverty. So it is felt that a tender
"motherly face," as Endo Shusaku puts it, may help convey our
message best in this society. Expressions of love, forgiveness,
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caring and so on will enable people to see the truth of Christ in
human form. This may involve taking risks and becoming
vulnerable ourselves, but by so doing there will be those who
come to know God's love in a personal way. This in turn can aid
in the healing of the multitude of broken human relationships
which exist. I expect all of us can resonate with this emphasis
on involvement.
As also emphasized, however, the role of many
missionaries is changing. With the church so to speak having
"come of age" (and I would like to know more in detail what
this term means), we as missionaries may often no longer be in
leadership roles. In fact, our role may be more that of a servant.
But this theme, illustrated in Jesus washing the disciples feet, is
one that contemporary artists such as Watanabe Sadao and
Tanaka Tadao portray. It may be that we ought to pick up on
this ourselves and set an example by being more available to
people, allowing ourselves to be inconvenienced, to give up
something we want to do in order to help even just one person
needing a friend. This call to servanthood is a challenge to me
personally, and to each one of us I am sure.
"MISSIONARIES AS PROPHETIC SIGNS"
One of the most practical sections of the paper is this final
one. Not everyone may agree with the presenter. In essence he
says that for the gospel to be heard, it must also be seen. There
is no aspect of life immune from its influence. What this implies
is that virtues we like to talk about such as love, righteousness
and peace have to become visible in society.
In this country that may mean standing in solidarity with
the handicapped, school dropouts, Asian workers, Koreans in
Japan, or speaking out against the rampant materialism of the
culture. On an international level it may mean campaigning for
human rights, for the rights of children, for the equality of the
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races and of the sexes, and seeking to combat exploitation in all
its forms. But as individuals, churches, and Christian
organizations we must each do our part.
Some may see this kind of involvement as social action
with little or no connection to evangelism. But actually,
evangelism and social action are both biblical and each a facet
of the Truth to which we are called to be witnesses. Balance is
needed; we are to do the one without neglecting the other.
Preaching and practice go hand in hand. So I appreciated this
challenge to see the Lordship of Christ over all of life, not just
certain compartments of it. Also I find it freeing to hear there is
no one pattern we as missionaries must conform to in our work.
In closing, our brother remarked that he sometimes refers to
the church in Japan as "a failure in a success story." It is not
completely clear though what is meant by "a failure," or by "a
success story." Just a few sentences after saying the above we are
told, "The kingdom of God is a reality here in spite of the reality
we see." As I understand it, the church is a sign of the kingdom.
But if the church is a failure, how can the kingdom of God be a
reality? If the kingdom of God is a reality, how can the church be
a failure?
Perhaps we can start by asking for further explanation of
that and then move into other questions or comments you may
have.
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A BIBLICAL WORD
TO THE PEOPLE OF GOD
IN A WORLD IN SHAMBLES

by
Barry
L.
Ross37

INTRODUCTION
The theme for this 1992 Hayama Missionary Seminar
assumes a "world in shambles" in the context of an "ordered
universe." I have been assigned the task of bringing a biblical
word, if any, on this paradoxical situation to us who serve as
God-called missionaries in Japan.
The seminar theme assumes an "ordered universe." Does the
Bible make such an assumption? The great diversity of biblical

Dr. Ross, who first came to Japan in 1967, is the Mission Director of the
Wesleyan Mission, Yokohama , and Missionary Educator-at-Large to
Asia. He holds degrees from Asbury Theological Seminary (B.D., Th.M),
the University of Michigan (M.A.) and Drew University (Ph.D.).
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records begins, in fact, with a universe in chaotic disorder, at
least the "earth" part of it; for we read that "the earth was a waste
and emptiness, with darkness over the face of the deep" (Gen.
1:2, personal translation). But the record moves quickly into an
account of God's ordering process, concluding with the
observation that "God saw all that He had made," including
humankind, "and...it was good" (Gen. 1:31)38.
At the conclusion of these same diverse biblical materials,
John the Revelator reports seeing a futuristic heaven and earth,
replacements for the old, in which there are no longer death,
mourning, crying or pain; and no inhabitants who practice
uncleanness, abominations, lying, sorcery, immorality or murder
(Rev. 21-22). Now, by definition, we must assume there were/are
such practices in the old heaven and earth, but which were not
there when God pronounced everything "very good." Something
must have happened to bring disorder into the order of the "good"
universe.
Indeed, as we search the pages of the biblical records
between the good beginning and the even better ending, we find
simply awful disorder in that portion of the created world called
humankind. At first glance it would appear that all is out of
control, that there is simply no good in a world pronounced to be
good.
But is all out of control? Are there not glimpses here and
there of an ordered universe--still in order in spite of humankind's determination to live as though there is no order at all? In
this paper I will look at a few of these glimpses seen in the Old
Testament portion of the biblical records.
ABRAHAM
The account of a pagan named Abraham, called from one
part of a pagan world to the other side of it--and in the process
becoming a believing Abraham--has the same God who brought
38

This and all further scriptural quotations are taken from the NASB.
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order into chaotic creation promising all the land that Abraham
can see to Abraham's descendants, with the additional promise
that God will make Abraham's descendants as numberless as the
dust of the earth (Gen. 11:14-17). Moreover, God pronounces all
this in the face of the just stated reality that Abraham's wife,
Sarah, cannot bear children (Gen. 11:30)and in the face of the
political reality that Abraham has no prospect of acquiring the
said land. That land has become the "playing board" 39 of the
political powers, both north and south, whose armies trampled at
will across Canaan, first claimed by one, then by the other. That
land, indeed, was a world in shambles in spite of the tranquil
appearance of life depicted in the biblical account.
Yet this promise gives us a glimpse of an ordered universe,
in which--though it may take several hundred years, a long time
by our reckoning--ownership of land is given by the God who
made it. This is, in a sense, a preview of the promise of Psalm 37:
3a, 7a, 9, 10:
Trust in the Lord and do good;
Dwell in the land and cultivate faithfulness.
Delight yourself in the Lord;
And he will give you the desires of your heart.
....
Rest in the Lord and wait patiently for him;
....
For evildoers will be cut off,
But those who wait for the Lord, they will inherit the
land.
Yet a little while and the wicked will be no more;
And you will look carefully for his place,
and he will not be there.
But the humble will inherit the land,
And will delight themselves in abundant prosperity.
The "playing board" is a term coined by my friend James M. Monson for
the land of Israel/Canaan in The Land Between, A Regional Study Guide to
the Land of the Bible, Jerusalem, Israel, 1983.

39
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JOSEPH
The account of Joseph's personal fortunes and misfortunes
is perhaps a classic presentation of personal shambles in an
otherwise appearing ordered universe.
The favored son among twelve, recipient of valuable gifts
from his doting father, Joseph seems oblivious to the smoldering
hatred of his ten brothers who betray him without warning.
Joseph suddenly finds himself sold, transported and repurchased
as a slave in the household of an Egyptian royal officer. From
sonship to slaveship! Then, just as order seems about to be
reestablished in his personal life--though he is still a slave--he is
framed and lied about by a beautiful Egyptian woman. [If
Potiphar's wife were anything in personal appearance like the
ancient Egyptian depictions of high class ladies in Egyptian wall
paintings, I marvel at Joseph's spiritual fortitude in escaping from
her enticements.] Again Joseph finds himself at the bottom of the
pile, a prisoner in the royal dungeon.
But there is order in his otherwise "shambled" world, for
we find Joseph living on in each successive "shambled" step as
though he sees a world unseen by all around him.
The view from the top, from the heavens as it were, is that
the Lord--the same Lord Creator of the ordered universe, the
same Lord Promiser of land and descendents to forefather
Abraham--"the Lord was with Joseph," and "whatever he did," as
was true of the typified righteous person of Psalm 1, "the Lord
made to prosper." Prosperity speaks of order, in an otherwise
seemingly disordered world, but a prosperity bringing a measure
of order not only to Joseph, the righteous, but to those
immediately within the sphere of his life's influence--to the
household and various enterprises of the pagan Potiphar and to
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the small, confined world within the royal jail (see Gen. 39:2, 3,
5, 21, 23).
We have a second view from the top, as presented in two
scenes, that sets everything into the longview perspective. Having
played out the game of non-identity with his brothers as long as
his emotions can stand it, Joseph, this man now carrying the
august title "Lord of the Land" (Gen. 42:30), weeps three times
(Gen. 42:24; 43:30; 45:1) and reveals his identity (Gen. 45:3).
But he reveals more. He reveals what can only be seen and
known through God-enlightened eyes: that while it was indeed
they, the brothers, who had sold him into Egyptian slavery, it was
God, the God of Creation and Promise, who had sent him there
with a purpose. It was "to preserve for you a remnant in the earth
and to keep you alive" (Gen. 45:5-8).
Joseph gives further light on his world view, when
following the death of father Jacob, the brothers beg him to
"forgive" (lit., "bear") their former "transgression" against him.
"You meant evil against me, but God meant it for good...to
preserve many people alive" (Gen. 50:17-21).
Thus we see the broad picture: "evil"--the "shambled,"
disordered personal world of Joseph--and "evil"--the "worldwide"
famine bringing potential death to manyare countermanded by
"good," the overriding order in God's universe, today nearly
unseen by us in our little "shambled" worlds. This "good"
happens not only to Joseph and his immediate family, but to
"many." Included in this "many" are pagan Egyptians and pagan
Canaanites, all for whom the Creating and Promising God has
deep concern.
Because one young man keeps a clear view of his
commitment to be, to live and to act in faithfulness, whether or
not the world around him appears to be in order, a world in
shambles is mediated a measure of the grace of God.
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HABAKKUK
In the closing years of the Kingdom of Judah, about 625
B.C., Prophet Habakkuk gives a Word from the Lord to a world
whose order will soon be turned to shambles. He knows how
Judah, the people and the land, suffered at the hands of the
Assyrians during the previous century. And now near the end of
the 7th century yet another big power, Babylonia, is on the march
from the north. While Habakkuk has difficulty understanding
why God allows such pagan nations to trample across God's
land, his prophesy is one of the Bible's prime examples of trust in
God and living by faith in a time of utter [national] despair."40
He opens his "Word" as follows (Hab. 2:1-4, NASB):
I will stand on my guard post
and station myself on the rampart;
And I will keep watch to see what He will speak to
me, and how I may reply when I am reproved.
Then the Lord answered me and said,
Record the vision and inscribe it on tablets,
and the one who reads it may run.
For the vision is yet for the appointed time;
it hastens toward the goal, and it will not fail.
Though it tarries, wait for it;
for it will certainly come; it will not delay.
Behold, as for the proud one [i.e., the Babylonians],
his soul is not right with him;
But the righteous will live by his faith.
Habakkuk closes his prophecy with a prayer of praise as to
who the God of Israel is, followed by his own statement of faith.
In this statement, he alludes to the land's total ruin, including that
of the farmer and shepherd who have lost the blessing of all the
seasons (Hab. 3:16-19):
40

James B. Monson, The Land Between, Jerusalem, 1983, p. 15.
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I heard and my inward parts trembled;
at the sound my lips quivered.
Decay enters my bones, and in my place I tremble.
Yet I will wait quietly for the day of distress
to come upon the people who will invade us.
Though the fig tree should not blossom [in the
spring],
And there be no fruit on the vines [in the summer],
Though the yield of the olive should fail [in the fall],
And the fields produce no food [due to lack of winter
rains]
Though the flock [of sheep] should be cut off from
the fold, and there be no cattle in the stalls,
Yet I will exult in the Lord,
I will rejoice in the God of my salvation.
The Lord God is my strength, and he has made my
feet like hinds feet, and makes me walk on my
high places.
Here we have a biblical word for us as for the people of
Judah of Habakkuk's day: that God is God no matter what is
happening around us. Here Habakkuk affirms that personal and
national shambles are but for a season.
JEREMIAH
The account of Jeremiah is familiar to all of us here at this
conference. Yet, some facets of this diamond-like life bear a fresh
look.
Called to his ministry at a youthful age (1:6), indeed
consecrated to such even before birth while yet in the womb
(1:5), Jeremiah is commissioned a prophet to "the nations" (1:5,
10), a fact often overlooked. Indeed, he is such, though he spends
most of his life right in the environs of Jerusalem: he predicts the
fall of the two great powers, Babylon to the east and Egypt to the
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south, and a host of other surrounding nations, including "all the
nations of the earth" (25:12-28).
For most of the years of his ministry, Jeremiah watches the
upheaval and deterioration of the ordered universe about him.
Assyria, the empirical power that ruled with a bloody rule all the
world familiar to Jeremiah, is utterly wiped out by the next world
power, Babylon (in 612 B.C. and following). Egypt makes attempts to reassert her power throughout that same world, only to
be driven back to her place in north Africa. All around Jeremiah
the armies of these great powers trample at will up and down his
land, at times turning aside from the international highway along
the western sea coast to threaten the very existence of Jerusalem,
his beloved city. Order in his world passes from one power to the
next. Alliances are made and broken and remade as the
authorities of the kingdoms align themselves with first this
superpower, then with that one. The world is one great pool of
shifting sand.
The local scene of Judah and Jerusalem is in just as much
disorder, a disarray unmasked by Jeremiah, standing in the temple
gate as the people come to worship. Listen to his catalogue of
misdoings: oppression of the alien, the orphan, the poor; the
innocent condemned to death by corrupt judges; the serving of
the gods of the land; stealing, murder, adultery; offerings to the
moon goddess (the Queen of Heaven); the giving of their sons
and daughters as burnt offerings (Jer. 7). Those in high places are
corrupt to the core of their being--the religious leaders, (false)
prophets and priests commit adultery (23: 9-11), the prophets
speak their own imaginations (23:16; comp. 5:30-31); the king
(Jehoiakim) spurns the Word of God, burning Jeremiah's
warnings in his winter sitting room fire (36:23); there is slander,
deceit, untruth, lies (9:4-6) and more.
In the end, what does Jeremiah have to show for his several
decades of faithful obedience sitting among his people, a lone
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voice against all odds, both speaking and being the Word of
God? Both his personal world and his political and religious
world end for him in utter shambles--as an old man, he is carted
off by his own people to Egypt (43:4-7).
The world never hears from him again. Did he make any
difference for having lived? Did he see any measure of success in
stemming the tide of spiritual shambles? Did anyone listen?
Yes, there is one man, who normally doesn't get too much
press, Baruch the faithful. Certainly he must have believed in the
word and life of Jeremiah. How else could he have stuck with
him through thick and thin, fronted for Jeremiah when Jeremiah's
life was sought by the officials (36:4-10), painstakingly recorded
the words and life of this lone voice in the wilderness? Yes, there
was one man who listened, and he was Jeremiah's one human
hope that there might still be some order that might outlive the
shambles all around him.
We catch a glimpse of another pillar of order to which
Jeremiah clings, found in that other small book traditionally
attributed to Jeremiah, Lamentations. With a bit of imagination
we see the prophet, now old, dejected, perhaps half starved,
released by order of pagan Babylonian king Nebuchadnezzar
(39:11-14), slipping back into a deserted Jerusalem in ruins.
Here, where the temple had stood, he sees a blackened rubble;
over here where the merchants shops were once so busy, yawns
emptiness; jackals bark here and there. Night falls and with it
comes the cold of darkness. And it is dark for Jeremiah--amid the
houses and shops with their lights extinguished, the dark despair
of his soul matches the darkness of the city. Where can he sleep
that night--if sleep will come? Finding a bit of shelter in the
corner of what was once a neighbor's house, perhaps a bit of wall
still standing, giving protection from the wind of the night, he
waits for sleep that will not come. He tries to pray, but no, "Even
when I cry out and call for help, he shuts out my prayer (Lam.
3:8). He cannot help himself.
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I am the man who has seen affliction
because of the rod of His wrath.
He has driven me and made me walk
in darkness and not in light (Lam 3:1-2).
He has caused my flesh and my skin to waste away,
He has broken my bones (Lam. 3:4).
In dark places He has made me dwell,
like those who have long been dead (Lam. 3:6).
I have become a laughing stock to all my people,
their mocking song all the day (3:14).
So I say, "My strength has perished,
and so has my hope from the Lord (Lam 3:18).
Sleep does come at last for a few hours at least, but
Jeremiah awakens early, while the darkness is still about him and
within him. He looks where there used to be a door, eastward
across the Kidron Valley to the mountains of the east. Slowly but
surely the sky begins to redden behind and above those
mountains, and suddenly the sun bursts forth in all its glory, and
just as suddenly the darkness around is dispelled.
And what of the darkness within? We hear the words begin,
hesitantly at first and then more confidently.
This I recall to my mind, and therefore, I have hope.
Because of the Lord's great love we are not
consumed, for his compassions never fail.
They are new every morning; great is your
faithfulness.
I say to myself, "The Lord is my portion;" therefore
I will wait [in hope] for Him (Lam. 3:21-24).
For men are not cast off by the Lord forever.
Though he brings grief, he will show compassion,
so great is his unfailing love (Lam. 3:31-32).
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And the darkness of Jeremiah's soul is dispelled; for there,
rising from behind those mountains, just as it has every morning
since that undatable moment when God saw that His ordered
universe "was very good," just as it has risen in that very spot
every morning of his own faithful life, the morning sun is for
Jeremiah God's reminder that He, God, is in control, that the
universe is yet in order! This is Jeremiah's assurance: "The Lord
is good to those whose hope is in him" (Lam. 3:25).
Thus, in a world apparently in shambles, Jeremiah hangs on
to his pillar of hope in an ordered universe. The God of Creation
who pronounces this world to be good, the God of Promise who
says "the land is yet to you and those who come after you," the
God who raises a slave-prisoner to be the Prime Minister of the
Land, is still the God who turns evil to good, is still the God who
takes a life that "Trusts in the Lord and does good, [and] dwells
in the land and cultivates faithfulness"(Ps. 37:3, NASB), and
makes that life count for His Kingdom.
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"Very truly, I tell you, the one who believes in me will also do the
works that I do and, in fact, will do greater works than these (Jn.
14:12, NRSV)

ON TO GREATER THINGS:
A Sermon by
John H. (Jack) McIntosh41

(Ephesians 1:18, 19; Matthew 12:6; John 14:12, 15:13)
The time has come for us to make our New Year's U-turn.
We now head out for our mission tasks of the love and
righteousness and peace which are of God's ordering. Down the
mountain we go, into the valleys of human shambles and fearsome shadows. Whether these are imagined or imposed or real,
we will find out in faithful engagements.
The rarity of this occasion has stimulated us to a point of
systems overload. We might prefer to cling to the glimpse caught
of Christ in such a transfiguring moment as Hayama. But the only
Epiphany debut of God's beloved one to people in these days of
disorder is in the likes of us, so we must go out and down.
Just like the table for Amagi Sanso meals, our seminar
board was bountifully set. The menu of presentations, critiques
and comments has us feeling stuffed with both a sharper
awareness of the shambles and a fuller grasp of the ordering God
is doing in our hearts, in our works, and in our relations. But it is
by the shambles of people's lives and by the engagements of
The Rev. John H. McIntosh has served 30 years in Japan as a missionary
with the Presbyterian Church in Canada under the Japan North American
Commission on Cooperative Mission (JNAC). He is assigned directly to
the Korean Christian Church in Japan, serving in the Kansai area. He
holds the B.D. and D.D. degrees from Knox College, Toronto.
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God's very self that our course is set. This time here will be
counted as another milestone on each of our ways, marking
challenges met and new steps taken. Milestones are markers for
growth and advance which we pass by, not millstones from
shambles of our own making, marks we can never shake.
So we go on, on to the greater things ordered by God in
Jesus Christ and in his spirit. We have seen and met the Lord
here, but we must go on to the new encounters of our Galilees.
There we shall meet him and acknowledge him as the Lord
always with us, a covenant partner and a friend. But just because
he is always with us, it is in our encounters with those whom he
said are always with us--the poor, the broken, the lost in the
shambles--that the greater things are to be accomplished. That is
about the sum of my message as we go to our various engagements--now and always, it is on to greater things in Christ.
Jesus spoke often of greater things with his disciples and
the people. In the face of the beautiful monolith of the Jerusalem
temple and all the religious authority and national power it
signified, he said, "Something greater than the temple is here."
Jesus promised to anyone who believes in him and does what he
does that he (or she) would do greater things. We know why that
promise is true, too--Jesus did all he was meant to do in God's
ordering of all relations. Jesus also drew attention to and
manifested in his very being, the greater love which no one can
ever have, the love ready to sacrifice one's own life so one's
friends can live. Then also, Jesus persisted in inquiring if Peter's
love for him was greater than that for the fellowship of friends.
To Peter's maybe partial maybe petulant affirmative response,
Jesus directed, "Go, feed my sheep."
Yes, you and I are meant to go on to greater things. In the
face of monolithic facades and forces, we are to be present in
whatever shambles of human order as signs of something greater.
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In believing and doing all Jesus has taught, we surprise ourselves
and others at the even greater things that happen. The greater
love, which we are to live out, is the loving of Jesus as Jesus and
the loving of his friends and his sheep for whom we can decrease,
that his life in them may prosper abundantly.
We tried here and will go on trying to make sense out of the
shambles, the disorders of human life. We realize that at times
our engagement calenders have danced to the tunes of the
shambles rather than to the order of God's reign. We note the glee
which some take at the shambles and effects suffered by others,
adding insult to injury by blaming them for their own state of
affairs. At times, we ourselves scramble to keep the foolish and
the false in the shambles around from surfacing in our own
families and congregations. We build walls of purity and order,
satisfied with the bit of peace and prosperity enjoyed therein. But
still, we are to go on to the next first or second mile, even if it
feels like jumping into the boiling maelstrom of the teapot of
which John Gano spoke.
At Hayama we have sought to be of good conscience and
faith in spotting and analyzing the disruptions of life and
community in Japan. We are reassured that the times of Mass
Absolute Destruction are passed. Those M A D times were when
people were often petrified from ordering life more fully in the
image of our elder bother. People seemed to, or were led to,
prefer the immobility and moral ineptitude of state absolutism,
national security, or personal priorities. Then, one popular song
of self-excuse was "I hope the Russians love their children too."
Against the majors of power, the plebes threw up their hands with
a sigh, " For weal or woe, the status is quo"--certainly a long way
from God's order of all things made new in Jesus Christ.
The shambles which we face and will go on experiencing
back where we are meant to be, must be named for what they are:
shambles--that is neighbors wandering from pillar to post,
starving for a word of love;
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shambles--that is the enmity that poisons people's social
hearts and historical relations;
shambles--that is the violence of the mammon of power
gone berserk in our communities and countries;
shambles--that is the grinding poverty which breaks lives
and families, killing body and spirit just as surely as A-bombs or
Pinatsubo fallout.
Shambles is that vanity of man's ordering which destroys
the dignity and denies the rights of others, taking such to be
mandate from heaven because of their power to make it work that
way. Shambles describes the way it is in the age of the death
throes of the mighty, who are brought low and the greedy, who
are sent away empty-handed in the order of God's reign.
Scrambling to maintain systems of idolatry and oppression,
discrimination and cultural genocide, such are already brain-dead,
dead of mind, heart, and spirit in God's history.
But as we note all of this, and nod in agreement and get
involved in specific incidents and accidents, let us beware! Please
accept this as my own tightrope confession, but do not dismiss it
just as that alone! The disruptions, the brokenness may become a
distraction from the greater things if they are not within Christ's
perspective. They may be traps of deception, shambles in tatemae
superficial form. Such disorders of human life and global
community the princes of darkness welcome. Arrogating powers
of privilege and discretion over others to themselves,
principalities and power cliques devise strategies to fool the
people, to suppress human conscience, to twist history into a
moral morass, to build towers to heaven which they boast of as
outstanding in the midst of the garbage heaps of the world.
Rather than coming apart at the seams, these "divine right" rules
sew binding seams so tightly that they rip and warp and woof of
human hearts and ecology. The shambles are promoted and
celebrated in matsurigoto ("ruling-festivals-play" by my free
translation) presented to keep the serfs in line.
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By my haragei intuitive reading which I believe I could
document, such matsurigoto always have someone or something
made out to be superhuman (i.e. deified) counterpoised with
someone or something scapegoated as subnormal (i.e. defiled,
impure). This makes intimidation and alienation easy for a
terrorism by vigilante yakuza or sophisticated police in plain or
mysterious physical, mental and spiritual forms. Both forced
favors and unilateral discretion of such oligarchies leave people
dehibilitated, shamed and shambled, cut off from a place or role
in God's ordering of human lives.
Here again, a word which I myself must take to heart. Let us
take care that, in observing and resisting these powers of
disordering and destructing, we do not become false prophets,
obsessed with the chaos or with an ultimate solution, crying
"chaos" or "the millennium" out of season. We may find
ourselves baying with hounds of dark history who threaten
violence or rumor war to perpetuate shambles serving their own
interests. As good watchmen of the Word of greater things, we
must cry out warnings, but with the spirit of full discernment.
Isaiah tells us of the real shambles of a people without
discernment (27:11). Philippians speaks in the same prayerful
manner as Ephesians of love abounding with knowledge and all
discernment (1:9).
Amidst the shambles of our times and the human
brokenness suffered, we must seek fervently the spirit of
discernment. Amen to the call for new engagements with a new
walk in the Spirit of Christ which has been witnessed to here
among us. With the spirit of discernment let us desire the flow of
the spirit of faithfulness toward the greater things of the Lord's
ordering!
The Word is that we can go ahead, sure of God's covenanting engagement, his participation as the perfect partner to
whom we have access in Jesus Christ. It's on to greater things in
this partnership covenant of all things being made new!
The Word to us in the next mile on the way of Christ is that
God the Father prospers and empowers those who turn to him and
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submit to his engagement of Word-incarnating among the people
of his loving favor who are always with us. May we be his face,
his hands, his heart to others!
Let us add my "Amen" to looking up and stepping out with
the long view of God's ordering in the shambles and shadows.
Rather than compressing people and times into one's own
preoccupation, or letting the shambles, false or real, obscure our
view of God's engagement in greater things, let us join our
confessions out of a long view backwards, so that they propel us
into the long haul forward.
In closing, a Word that may be overly bold "eisegesis,"
reading into and out beyond the text, but for each of you and
myself going out and down and into the shambles to do the
greater things Jesus proposes, would that you might hear that
voice which cheered him on in his Epiphany at baptism--"Behold,
this is my beloved son, in whom I am well pleased." May that be
the Father's blessing on all the greater things to which we set our
hands in our various vocations, encounters and engagements.
Some may be even so bold in Christ as to stand before the people
in the face of temples of worldly or religious might and say,
"Behold there is something here that is greater than these." Go,
say it about yourself, say it about your family of faith, say about
the witness in others to the greater things accom–plished
according to God's ordering. Go, tell it as best you can. It is just
in those engagements of greater things that we will know better
the Lord who is always with us.
Amen. So be it, Lord!
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A VOICE FROM THE PAST:
Vespers lead by

Glenn
G.
Gano42

This year one third of our mission group retires. With one
exception all arrived in the late forties or early fifties.

Rev. Gano, who is retiring after serving 38 years in Japan (see "Tribute"
below in this book), has been the field correspondent and treasurer of the
Board of International Ministries of the American Baptist Churches in
Tokyo. He holds a M.Div. degree from the Seminary in the West and a
Th.M. degree from The School of Mission, Fuller Theological Seminary.
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To the next group there is a fifteen year gap in age as well as in
experience in Japan. One of these said, "When you leave our
postwar history goes with you." In terms of personal relationship
with church leaders and mission–aries now dead, in terms of
personal experience during the events of those years, this is true.
But the past is not lost. Written records exist. I challenge you to
claim your past. Study the growth and development of your
mission. Become a truly committed witness for Christ in Japan
today by learning what God was about before you arrived or
before your mission arrived. Fit the development of the Christian
movement in Japan into the worldwide endeavor to respond to
the Great Commission. There is much to inform, inspire and
challenge us in the records of the past. There is also much to
criticize, judge and even condemn us if we are open. History
saves us from a one-dimensional approach by adding depth and
breadth which in turn gives needed perspective.
God has spoken and acted through his prophets, pastors,
teachers, missionaries, laymen and laywomen in the past. Their
experience and insights can encourage and refresh us. (The
Hayama Seminar books are a rich resource for the past thirty
years.)
At the closing of this day and the closing of my final
Hayama Missionary Seminar, let me call up a voice from the past.
The purpose is not to seek specific guidance for an immediate
problem, as the witch of Endor called up the shades of Samuel for
Saul, but to help us realize again the basis of our calling--in our
relationship to God in Christ through the Holy Spirit to people,
and in our relationship to those who have gone before us from
whom we have much to learn.
The voice I want you to hear tonight is the voice of James
Ballagh in the opening sermon at the General Conference of the
Protestant Missionaries in Japan held in Osaka in April, 1883, in
the twenty-fifth year after the Protestant missionary movement
began in Japan.
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Much has changed since then. Language and communication skills have advanced, motivation has been clarified,
new techniques and equipment have been de–veloped,
measurement devices refined and a great variety of strategies
devised. But the task remains the same. The telling of the old, old
story of Jesus and his love to Japanese in their context.
My historical interest was whetted by a book I bought for
50¢ in a used bookstore in Oakland, California, before coming to
Japan in 1954. The title, Proceedings of the General Conference
of the Protestant Missionaries of Japan, was published by R.
Meiklejohn and Co. of Water Street, Yokohama in 1883. The
conference itself met in the municipal hall of the foreign
concession in Osaka from April 16-21, 1883.
The introduction to the volume sets the tone of the meeting:
Men of different nationalities and connected with different
church organizations all felt it good to meet together in the
name of our one Lord and only Saviour Jesus Christ, and
hearts were warmed towards Him and each other, as
through Him they drew near to the footstool of our
common Father in Heaven under the guidance of the Spirit
of Unity and Peace.
The conference began with a sermon preached by Rev.
James H. Ballagh of the Dutch Reformed Mission. Mr. and Mrs.
Ballagh arrived in 1861 and upon the opening of the foreign
concession in Yokohama in 1862, moved there. When J. C.
Hepburn's home Bible class became a school, Ballagh assisted in
the teaching. This school became the Meiji Gakuin University of
today. In 1872 Ballagh was instrumental in the planting of the
first Protestant church in Japan. The missionaries annual Week of
Prayer in early 1872 drew a number of Japanese students who
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requested Bible teaching. Ballagh began a daily Bible class with
Acts 2 as his text. On March 10, nine of the students were
baptized and together with two Christian men, became the first
members of the first church. Ballagh became the first pastor of
the Church of Christ (Kirisuto Kookwai). This is the present
Kaidan Kyokai near South Pier. These young converts became
the nucleus of the Yokohama Band which had such a great
influence on Japanese Protestantism. Ballagh's emphasis on the
witness of the Holy Spirit in the inner life was a factor in the
revival movement which swept the small Christian communities
until the mid-1880s.
While the entire sermon has much to give, I have chosen
several passages which seem to relate us very directly with those
who first heard these words.
"The Need and Promise of the Power of the Holy Spirit
in our Work as Missionaries." Acts 1:8 "But ye shall
receive power after that the Holy Ghost is come upon you;
and ye shall be witnesses unto me, both in Jerusalem, and
in all Judea, and in Samaria and unto the uttermost parts of
the earth."
It is a great advantage the foreign missionary has over
multitudes of his fellow believers in Christian lands for the
hearty appreciation of Scripture truth, that his needs and
circumstances bring him more closely into sympathy with
the beginnings of the Kingdom of God on earth. The same
exists now as then; the difficulties though not always of
the same kind, are no less great and real, and the weakness
of the instruments, not withstanding all the advance in
knowledge, and increase of appliances for extending the
truth, is perhaps even more depressingly felt now than
then. How comforting and assuring it is under these
circumstances to feel that the Savior's promise of being
with his disciples always, even until the end of the age, is
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being fulfilled--that in taking up this Book of the Acts we
are reading not only the account of what the disciples then
did, but of all those things which "Jesus began to do and to
teach," and which He is equally now engaged in carrying
on to a glorious completion. The command to go into all
the world and preach the gospel to every creature, and the
commission to his disciples to be his witnesses until the
ends of the earth could not be accomplished by his
disciples and so has passed on to us, and the assurance of
his presence, and the enduement with power are equally
made to us, and to all who shall hereafter be engaged in
seeking the attainment of the proper end. Let us then for
our encouragement, consider the similarity of their
situation and needs with our own, the promised help--its
might and sufficiency, the nature of the work
contemplated, and the extent to which it is to be carried
out; the Lord himself graciously guiding us to a right
understanding of his mind and will (pp. 1-2).
After referring to the circumstances and needs of the first
disciples he continues:
Our wants are great, if not greater than theirs. We are in
as difficult circumstances, and the needs are as imperative,
both our own, and those of the people, as were those of the
first disciples. May the Holy Spirit help us to understand
the greatness of the needs, that we may appreciate the
gracious nature of the promised help! The outward
difficulties that exist in gaining a hearing for the teachings
of Christianity are doubtless much less now than then. The
example of the progress of Western nations, and the power
of Christian civilization all bear towards bringing men
more readily to examine its claims and to their acceptance,
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and owing to the example and influence of the tolerant
Spirit of Christianity, and it's generally liberalizing tendencies, there can hardly now be persecution unto death for
the reception of its teachings. Yet the ancient forms of
idolatry, their supporters the "Shrine makers" and Shrine
keepers, as well as national pride, and pride of opinion,
and the enmity of the natural heart are all against it. Then
the difficulties in ourselves can hardly be exaggerated. Our
pride of opinion, our theological training, our
ecclesiastical and sectarian spirit; in some cases even our
nationality, our selfish ambitions, our lack of brotherly
love for one another; and for all who bear the name of
Christ, our lack of affection and esteem as regards our
native brethren, our lack of personal consecration of Spirit,
soul and body to God, of love ardent and constant towards
our Lord Jesus Christ, and constant yielding up of
ourselves to and walking in the Spirit; our low torpid
Christian life, conformity to the world in Spirit and life
making us ofttimes mere occupants of a position rather
than centers of life, and light and joy, and strength to the
souls of men--all this, and more may be painfully evident
to ourselves and others. That we have faith may be
granted; that we have been called and commissioned by
our respective soci–eties and Church organizations may be
equally true; that we have had some measure of the Spirit's
blessing is our hearts and upon our work may also be
devoutly acknowledged to the praise and glory of his
grace, but that we have ever had the power of the Holy
Ghost coming upon us in any such measure as the
Apostles and all the brethren did and such as the Lord
wishes us to receive I think must be candidly
acknowledged by everyone of us as not having been
received. And wherefore? Is not the promise absolute? Is it
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not as truly intended for us as for the first disciples? Have
we not the same work in most part to do, and have we any
sufficiency in ourselves for doing it they had not? Have
we as clear a call as they had? Have we had as good
advantages for knowing our Lord's will as they had? Had
they not received their authority from the Lord's own lips?
(pp. 6-7)
The main body of the sermon points out the might and
sufficiency of the Holy Spirit with references to how it is being
carried out. Then comes his challenges.
May I suggest what seems now our most pressing need
and most imperative duty? It is that of a personal
consecration of our whole spirit, soul and body to Christ as
our perfect Savior and then to his service in the salvation
of men....But in order to the receiving of that enduement
with power promised us in the text, there is need of most
heart-searching examination of life, and of prayer for
enlightenment to see if we are wholly laid upon God's
altar. When this is done we need the grace of faith, and the
exercise of faith to believe the sacrifice is accepted of
God, and to claim the promises of the spirit to take
possession of the while burnt offerings....Thus our
missionary character will be most complete and most
influential for good in our work, which is Christ's work,
the work whereunto we have been called, separated unto
and endued by the power of the Holy Ghost (pp 16-17).
May I indicate in conclusion, several particulars in which it
occurs to me that as missionaries to Japan, we especially need
this endowment with the power of the Holy Spirit?
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1. First of all we need it for the attainment of the "Unity
of the Spirit" among ourselves. It is probable that if the
members of the Mission of any one of the societies we
represent could have had their way, or their wish, we
would not have desired the introduction of other Societies'
laborers into this interesting field. But God is wiser than
we are, and his grace is much wider than our lack of it, and
so laborers of not only one Society or one land, but
representatives of many countries, and eighteen
Missionary Societies are now represented here. And all
this doubtless to enable us to show that with all the
circumstantial variety there is essential unity. The various
churches of our Lord Jesus Christ in the homelands have
felt impelled of the Lord to send their laborers to this land;
and now in return what benefit can we bestow on them,
and on ourselves, on this land and all lands, that can
compare with our absolute unity of mind and spirit. Joseph
Cook says, "he has seen the unity of missionaries of all
denominations in the presence of a common enemy, and in
contrast, the divisions at home seem little short of
heresies." If an observer looking at our common sympathy
in work and efforts is thus impressed, how much more
powerful would this impression be upon all the world if
our hearts and sympathies were absolutely one. We can
claim no true unity of the spirit till we can pray for the
success of each other's work, and rejoice if all Japan
should enter the Kingdom of God through another's fold.
This is the most essential power of the Holy Ghost we now
need, both for our own comfort and enjoyment of the
Christian life, and for the success of Christ's cause. "The
honor that thou hast given me, I have given them, that they
may be one even as we are" (pp. 17-18).
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2. For the Unity of the Spirit in foreign and native
workers. For what reasons differences have arisen it may
not be necessary to inquire, whether from our viewing the
native helpers with our own foreign prejudices, and their
sharing in the common feeling of their countrymen of
resentment at being thus looked down upon and ambitious
of equalling the most advanced of other nations and
peoples--we may not determine; but one thing is certain,
nothing can take the place of the one Spirit of God, a spirit
of love and unity in making both foreign and native
Christians forget all other distinctions and to realize that
they are all members of one and the same family and body,
even the family of God and the body of Christ in whom
there is neither Jew nor Greek, bond or free, but all are one
in Jesus. Very earnest prayers for this result have for a
long time past been offered by native brethren, as well as
foreign brethren, and the results already attained are most
gratifying. No more perfect union exists in the world, I
venture to affirm, than exists between some of the native
and foreign pastors and brethren in Japan. Would that all
shared a thousandfold more in the blessed Unity of the
Spirit in the bonds of peace! Prayer with our native
brethren, and for this purpose, is the surest way of its
promotion. Both foreign and native brethren casting off
reserve, and both laying their hearts open before God for
inspection and inviting brotherly admonition, as brethren
together, and as having the mind of Christ for humility,
washing the disciples feet, is the surest way of its
promotion, striving mutually not to be outdone, the one by
the other in true humility and brotherly concord will be
perfect and be a most powerful factor for good. "By this
shall all men know ye are my disciples when ye have love
the one for the other" (p. 18).
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3. For the unity of the churches in Japan with the
churches in the home lands. This unity need not be
ecclesiastical--probably should not be, owing to the
sensitive nature of the Japanese people, and the restraints
and difficulties that would thus be placed upon their free
development; yet the other error of making them feel
their independence or isolation so as to separate them
from loving sympathy with the mother churches would
be a still greater misfortune and injury. It is a most
instructive study to observe how the Providence of God
arranged for the unity of the churches in the age of the
Apostles, through the necessities of the poor Saints at
Jerusalem and the need of loving ministry from the
Gentile converts in the prosperous Roman colonies and
cities. And all know how forward Paul, the great Apostle
of liberty, was in this matter. How his last journey to the
capital of his nation was "to minister to the Saints at
Jerusalem." Here no such necessity exists to call out the
sympathy of the native churches to minister in temporal
things to those who have ministered to them in spiritual
things, but this unity of the whole body of Christ, and the
loving sympathy of the native Church with the home
church should be most earnestly and practically sought
(pp. 18-19).
His final conclusion is the need for the power of the Holy Spirit
to reconcile the whole world to God.
May these words from the past, laden with present
significance, challenge us to renewed commitment to Christ,
unity among ourselves and our Japanese fellow-workers, and
greater equality of understanding and cooperation between
churches here and overseas. And may the power of the Holy
Spirit equip us to meet these challenges.
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TRIBUTES

Glenn Gerald Gano, who came to Japan in 1954 with his
wife Mary Jean, returned to the United States for retirement and
new fields of service on July 2, 1992. To all of the participants of
the Hayama Seminars Glenn, whom we know as Jerry, has long
been near the center of this fellowship and has always been ready
to make contributions whenever asked. We all recall the
thoroughness of study and the clarity of thought reflected in the
papers he presented. Those of us who know Jerry intimately are
aware of a tremendous ability in one who is truly modest and
never self-seeking.
At heart Jerry's concern has always been for evangelism and
pastoral ministry in the churches. He and Mary Jean spent their
early years in such a ministry in the island churches of the Seto
Inland Sea. They lived on the island of Mukaishima near
Onomichi and served both the church located there and many
churches and preaching places scattered through the beautiful
islands. Their warm love for the island people met a response
which will never end. They are also deeply loved by the people in
Fukugawa, Ojima, Kokubunji and other churches in Tokyo where
their ministry of faith and patience has planted many precious
seeds.
Because Jerry is so capable and thorough and also willing
to do what other might refuse to do, he has been asked to serve as
missionary correspondent and treasurer for the American Baptist
Missionary Fellowship for almost three decades. It has seemed to
be a waste that one with so much to offer should spend this much
time and energy in office and committee work. But in this very
work he has demonstrated rare Christian humility as the servant
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of all and has taught us the truths which missionaries are inclined
to overlook. In this work Jerry has ministered to fellow
missionaries and Japanese leaders in the kindness of Christ. In
times of sickness and personal problems he has been the strong
friend the missionaries needed.
Jerry's dedication to the work of the Baptist fellowship is
matched by his concern for all of Christ's Church. He has kept
close ties with fellow missionaries of different groups and has
permitted nothing to lessen his bond of of being brother to all
who are in Christ. This spirit kept him in the Hayama Seminar
movement. We shall miss him!
B.L. Hinchman

Frederic ("Fritz") Sprunger and his wife, Ellen, have
served in Japan with the General Conference Mennonite Mission
since 1964. Their early years in southern Kyushu included the
work of being dorm parents for missionary kids, church planting
and English teaching. Later terms found them assisting the
church in Fukuoka and teaching at Seinan University. For the last
seven years they have served the Mennonite Churches in the
Tokyo area and served as coordinator and hostess of the Japan
Anabaptist Center in Suginami-ku.
Fritz and Ellen will be missed a great deal, both within and
beyond the Mennonite Church in Japan, for their warm and
faithful mission service. Fritz has been regularly and deeply
involved in the Hayama Seminar, not only in the programs
themselves but also in the editing and sales of the Hayama
Annual Reports.
Charles Shenk
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